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Calendar
meeting
draws crowd
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Poll
suggests
concern
I

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
majority of Americans are cntical of the Senate's handling
of the impeachment trial and
Republicans are taking most
of the blame, according to a
New York Times/CBS News
poll out today.
The poll found that concerns are running deep that
the continuing impeachment
saga will hurt Republican
prospects in the 2000 elections. Half the conservative
Republicans surveyed said the
way House and Senate Republicans have handled the matter would make it harder for
Republican candidates to win
elections.

Growers
explore
options
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Nobody seems to know when
Kentucky might get money from
a settlement with tobacco manufacturers, how much it might
be or what kinds of strings might
be attached.
About 400 farmers who
crowded into a legislative hearing Tuesday night had little
question about what they
thought should be done with
the money.
"I'd like to see all the money
go to the growers," said Leland
True of Winchester.
There were some specifics,
though varying approaches to
the problems inherent to dividing money in a system with
so many participants, especially for burley tobacco with
its quota system,
Growers said quota owners
should get a share, but perhaps less if they have not
actually grown tobacco themselves for many years. Tenant
farmers and people who lease
tobacco bases and grow it
should also get their share.
"Be as fair and as equitable as we can with it," urged
David Chappell of Owen County.
James Barton, who farms
in Fayette and Scott counties,
said he lost a potential for
$340,000 when cuts in quotas
were announced this week.
"It looks like to me I've got
15 years to go on a 10 year
note," said Barton's neighbor,
Roger Quarles. Quarles said
he figures he lost 25 percent
of his net income with the
quota cuts.
Health advocates want
money spent on anti-smoking
campaigns, especially directed
at children. Local government
leaders say they should not
be left out when discussions
come up about those adversely affected by the loss of tobacco income. State health officials are pondering what to do
about Medicaid payments for
those whose health suffered
from smoking.
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DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
Dennis Fitzner, an animal shelter employee, cuddles with an 8-week-old pointer mix
puppy beside the sign announcing the shelter's new hours.

Shelter hours expand
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
People looking to adopt a dog or cat have
more chances to do so now that the Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter has expanded its
hours.
The shelter, located on Shelter Lane off East
Sycamore Street Extended, is now open 35 hours
a week - 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday. It remains
closed on Sunday.
Under the old hours, the shelter was only open
20 hours per week.
The new hours took effect Monday following
a directive from County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins to shelter director Darla Jackson that
announced the hours would change effective Feb.
8.
Elkins said he looked at the shelter's budget,
which includes $29,772 for salaries, and at the
number of hours worked by the shelter's full-time
and part-time employees before deciding to expand

the hours.
"We figured we'd make the animal shelter as
available as we can to the public," Elkins said,
noting the four-person staff also gets help from
the county jail's Class D Felon program.
"We felt like we could easily handle the increased
hours," he said. "Basically, they were down there
anyway.
Jackson, who arrives at the shelter at 8 a.m.,
agreed.
"I told him (Elkins) the gates were open anyway," she said.
The other full-time employee, Dennis Fitzner,
usually gets to the shelter by 7 a.m. and is sometimes greeted by people wanting to drop off an
animal on their way to work.
- "I've never turned anybody away," Fitzner said.
"It's a matter of a number on a sign," Jackson added.
The shelter, which usually has about 40 dogs

See Page 2

GOP draws concessions
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
prosecutors questioned presidential
Mend Vernon Jordan on Tuesday
and drew concessions they hope
will bolster their case for live witnesses at the impeachment trial.
Senators also viewed Monica
Lewinsky's videotaped deposition
and suggested they were underwhelmed.
Jordan, a Washington power
broker, asserted again in his testimony that President Clinton was
directly behind his efforts to find
Ms. Lewinsky a job but that the
effort was never designed to buy
her silence, sources familiar with
the testimony said.
He also acknowledged for the
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first time that the former intern former intern testified last sumcalled him to discuss her affidavit mer she had such a breakfast on
denying a sexual relationship with Dec. 31, 1997, at a Washington
the president and conceded he like- hotel. She said she remembered it
ly had a breakfast meeting with in • part because at that tirile Jorher that House prosecutors-have - dan suggested she should destroy
sought to corroborate, the sources drafts of her love letters to the
said, speaking only on condition president.
of anonymity.
Last fall, Independent Counsel
On the affidavit, Jordan said Kenneth Starr sent to Congress a
he listened to Ms. Lewinsky and receipt from the breakfast. Under
suggested she talk to her private questioning Tuesday by House prosattorney. But Jordan asserted he ecutor Asa Hutchinson, Jordan said
had no reason to believe the affi- his recollection had been refreshed
davit was false because he never since his earlier grand jury appearbelieved she had a sexual rela- ance and he conceded the breaktionship with the president, the fast likely occurred, according to
sources said.
several sources familiar with his
The presidential confidant had testimony.
testified last spring he never had
breakfast with Ms. Lewinsky; the

• See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
People from approximately 15 school districts converged upon the
Murray State University campus Tuesday evening to discuss alternative school calendars.
The conference was sponsored by the MSU College of Education,
the Region One Service Center, and the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative.
"What we're trying to do is provide a service to educate people
on the alternative calendar," said Dr. Russell Wall, director of school
services and research at MSU. -Rather than bring in people from the
national level, we brought in people from the West Kentucky area
who have been through the process and know what it involves."
Approximately 100 people attended the conference. The first part
of the evening was held in the. Curris Center Theater, where Dr.
Roland -Haun, executive secretary for the Kentucky Association of
School Superintendents, spoke.
Haun is credited with bringing the alternative calendar to Kentucky
while serving as superintendent for the Fort Knox School System.
Haun explained some of the obstacles he encountered while trying
to implement the new calendar.
"There were some rough board meetings, but each time i learned
something new," he said. "Most of the things we implemented at Fort
Knox came from visiting other areas."
Haun mentioned that educators were trying to get away from the
term "year-round schooling."
"When you say 'year-round,' people think that means 365 days,"
he said. "Really, the alternative calendar that we used only involved
175 days a year.Haun also pointed out support he had received from unlikely
sources, such as football coaches, farmers and people who have had
to relocate during the school year. .
"We think there are so many things that we need to do that we
need time for, but we really don't," he said.
The second part of the evening consisted of. 40-minute "breakout

II See Page 2

Faculty focus on
strategic plan
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate had no shortage of
things to discuss Tuesday during
its meeting.
"When we are about to come
up for accreditation, there's always
a flurry of activ,q," said senate
president Ann tandini. "We always
have to deg with some things we,
may let languish for a while."
One of the key issues discussed
concerned the university's plan to
develop a new strategic plan for
operations.
A report was presented by Terry
Barrett, professor of psychology,
containing recommendations of the
faculty senate ad hoc committee
to review the current strategic plan.
Barrett's report stated that the
committee could find no fault with
the goals of the current strategic
plan and felt that those goals
should be the basis for any new

strategic plan the university drafts.
The report also recommended
that individuals at all levels should
be involved with the drafting of
any new plan.
"We believe that there has to
be participation at all levels for
this to work," said Barrett. "We ,
need to create a sense of owner- .
ghip.,Y
Barrett also emphasized that the
university must develop a clear
cost/benefit analysis process to
ensure a smooth and consistent transition from the current plan to
any new one.
The part of Barrett's report that
brought discussion was a recommendation that the university suspend all other reorganizations until
a new plan is in place.
Barrett's original recommendation in the report called for all
discussions, including those that

• See Page 2

1-24 closes after
trailer catches fire
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
trailer carrying potentially hazardous materials caught fire, forcing authorities to order evacuations and close a stretch of Interstate 24 in western Kentucky.
Motorists and some residents
within a half-mile radius of the
fire Tuesday night at the 40 mile
marker were evacuated as a precautionary measure, said Kentucky
State Police Sgt. Keith Mick at
the Mayfield post.
Authorities also shut down a
16-mile stretch of 1-24 in both directions, Mick said. The highway
remained closed in both directions
early Wednesday morning, police
said.
Mick said the semi-dump trailer was hauling xylene and toluene.
The sergeant said he didn't know
how much was being hauled.
Toluene is a colorless, flammable
material made from coal tar or
petroleum, used in making dyes
or as a solvent. Xylene is a benzene-like material, also derived
from coal tar or petroleum and

used in solvents or antiseptics.
One minor injury was reported. One person was taken to Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Spokeswoman Bonnie Schrock said
that person was taken through the
decontamination chamber that had
been set up there.
Otherwise, motorists and residents in the area of the burning
truck complained of eye irritation
caused by the volatile mixture.
Other residents were told to remain
indoors.
The truck driver was able to
pull the truck away from the burning trailer that contained the materials, said state police dispatcher
Donna Warner.
"A guy alerted me that the trailer was on fire, and I stopped and
got it over to the side where I
could get out of the road," said
Henry Smith, 55, of Conley, Ga.
"I got away from it. About the
only thing you can do is get

II See Page 2

Ledger & Times photo
SPRING SELECTION...Calloway County High School senior Whitney Morris was chosen
as Miss Spring, which is in its 25th year. Morris is the daughter of Phil and Tonya
Morris. Morris is pictured with Ledger advertising staff Mary Ann Orr, Lori Andrus and
Jim Green, manager.

Man treated after car accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Heather Lane mail has been
released from the Marshall County
Hospital after being treated for injuries he received in a two-car accident near Draffenville.
Shad D. Harris, 25, Suffered
multiple injuries when a car pulled
in front of his truck at 3:20 p.m.
Tuesday when he was driving south
on U.S. 641 about two miles north
of Draffenville, a state police report
said.

Mary E. Pilin, 76, was treated at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Sunday afternoon following
the accident on North 12th Street,
according to a Murray Police Department report.

The driver of the car, Dorothy
M Hall, 55. of Gilbertsville was
eastbound on Kentucky 1422 and
was trying to cross U.S. 641 when
the collision occurred, the report
said. She had to be removed from
her car.
Hall also was treated for multiple, injuries and released from the
Marshall County Hospital, a hospital spokesman said.
In other accident reports, a
Navigator Drive woman was
treated for foot pain after a two-car
mishap this past weekend.

Attorney

Pilin was northbound on 12th
Street at 4:45 p.m. Sunday when a
car driven by Larry K. Miller, 30,
of Poor Farm Road, tried to turn
out of the Central Center parking
lot, the report said. He reportedly
thought Pilin was going to turn into
the parking lot.

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo

Jayne Crisp (standing) moderates a discussion of school administrators during Tuesday
night's alternative calendar conference at Murray State University.
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emerged from testimony Ms.
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Jordan
But
Jordan had completed his own
he never instructed or suggested
that Ms. Lewinsky destroy any let- . appearances before a federal grand
ters, the sources said, speaking on jury.
White House lawyers asked only
condition of anonymity. Ms. Lewin •
wo questions at the end of the
sky has testified that Jordan had
told her to "go honk and makc session, which last about three
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House prosecutors are hoping
such evolutions or changes in testimony will bolster their case as
they make one last-ditch effort to
persuade senators to call witnesses for live testimony in the well
of the Senate before the trial ends.
"It will be our intention to
request live witnesses," said head
prosecutor Henry Hyde, R-III., but
none beyond the three who are
providing depositions. White House
aide Sidney Blumenthal will be
questioned Wednesday.
Hyde said the Lewinsky and
Jordan testimony had "strengthened some points" of the prosecution case.
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From Page 1
sessions" held in third-floor meeting rooms. Among the topics
addressed at the sessions were reasons for changing, finances and
large district issues.
Every presenter stressed that
schools should not rush into the
concept of an alternative calendar
year.
"If you're going to do this,
you'd better take a year to get
ready," said Henderson County
School superintendent Mike Freels
in his session on the process of
adopting such a calendar.
"People who are against it will
come at you very strongly and
will take you to the wall," he
said..
They also agreed, though, that
some type of change is needed it,
American school systems.
"We're in some type of reform
constantly," said Jana Hammock,
director of district-wide services
for the Simpson.County School Sys-

tem. "We actually haven't changed
much in the last 100 years."
Every presenter also stressed
that the children's needs should
be considered above all other factors.
"It benefits the students in their
learning, and it benefits teachers
who get worn out by the ninemonth schedule," said John Thompson, executive director of the Kentucky Association for Year-Round
Education.
"You cannot discount the amount
of stress in teachers and students,"
said Freels. "Anything that could
relieve that stress would be worth
looking into."
Judging by the number in attendance, many area schools are taking a longer look at the possibility of an alternative calendar.
"We have a committee looking
into it right now," said Cliff Owen,
director of elementary instruction
for the McCracken County school
system. "We have probably eight

or 10 subcommittees coming out
of that."
"If they've found a stumblin
block, we want to know what it
is," he said of the evening's speakers.
"We're trying to keep an open
mind and keep looking into it,"
said Jim Nix, director of pupil
personnel for the Calloway County school system. "We have a calendar committee made up of a
teacher and parent from every
school, and we're going to try and
meet this month."
Nix also said, though. that no
decisions have been made by the
school system to adopt this kind
of schedule.
"You can't just jump into this
overnight," he said.
just want-_,
ed people to come tonight to hear
the advantages and disadvantages
of this kind of system."
The Murray City School System adopted an alternative calendar for the 1998-99 school year.

"We just took a shot at the
administration for not following
procedure, and now we're about
to do the same thing," said Mark
Wattier, professor of political science. "I think we're pulling the
rug out from under the executive
committee and the progress in relations that we've made."
Another point of controversy
came when Celia Wall, associate
professor of journalism and mass
communications, announced that
the undergraduate studies committee had approved a new grammar
course for students in the College
of Business.
The course would be offered
as an experimental class next fall.
It would focus entirely on grammar.
"The business department was
extremely concerned that some of
the students do not know English
grammar," said Wall.
According to Wall, out of 150
business students who took a diagnostic test on grammar, 79 scored,
a D average.
Faculty from other departments,
however, wondered why similar
courses would not be offered to
their departments.
"Every department has areas of
weakness that could be strengthened," said Barrett.
Miles Kimball, associate professor of English, stated that such
a class could be offered, but might
not be the answer to students'
problems.
"Studies have shown that class-

es that focus entirely on grammar
without a structure 'to put it in
have not been entirely successful," he said.

• Faculty ...
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

CCHS BASKETBALL ROYALTY: Tiffany White (third from right) was named the 1999 Calloway County bastketball homecoming queen Tuesday night. Other members of the court
were (from left) Ann Taylor Ashley Rose, Kennette Cleaver, Kristen Farmer and Johnna
Stockdale.
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would involve the proposed health
sciences unit and a proposed satellite campus, be suspended until
the university adopts a new strategic plan.
The senate cleaned up the language so that the recommendation
read that discussions would only
be delayed temporarily.
The senate eventually approved
sending the recommendations on
to the university strategic planning committee.
Still, some senate members were
uncomfortable with the idea of
cutting off communication with university officials.
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In additional business, Frank
Elwell, professor of socioTtigy:,
announced that the handbook and
personnel committee had made
changes in the university handbook in the areas of tenure and
teacher requirements.
The tenure committee can now
request a letter from the university attorney in case of appeals.
Elwell also said that handbook
language had been toughened up
in the area of teacher requirements. Departments now must have
documents on-hand describing the
duties of non-tenured faculty.

• Shelter ...
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and 20 cats, had 35-Canines 'and
only five 'felines Tuesday.
But the shelter's mercurial population is due to change soon.
Spring usually means the arrival
of kitten season, as well as the
beginning of the warm-weather
jump in adoptions, which have
increased in the: last two weeks,
Jackson said.
"It's never-ending and you never
know what's going to happen next."
Fitzner said.
For more information about the
shelter, call 759-4141.
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Shell

upwind of it and stand there and
look at it.
"It never did blaze real high;
it Just smothered itself inside the
trailer. The smoke is the most dangerous. ... If you inhale enough
of it, it can damage (the lungs)."
Smith was hauling the chemicals for Chemwaste Management
Co. of Morrow, Ga., to Hannibal •
Mo., where he said Continental t
Cement Co. was going to use it •
for fuel.
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Attorney will still get salary
HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — Perry County's attorney will be arraigned
March 3 on felony charges of trafficking in prescription drugs,
court officials said.
John Mark Barger was indicted last week on charges he conspired with another person on Nov. 12 to possess "with the intent
to ... sell" two types of Ninkillers, Tylox and Lorcet, when he
was arrested by Perry County Sheriff's Detective Tony Eversole
at a Hazard motel.
Barger, 43, began his second term as county attorney last month.
He could not be reached for comment Tuesday.
Eversole said at the time of the arrest that Barger's name came
up during an undercover sting operation. Barger was financing a
drug buy for a large sum of money and taking the profits at the
time of his arrest, Eversole said.
Court records show Barger was released on an unsecured $30,000
bond posted by Karen Stacy, a secretary in his office, after his
arrest. Perry Circuit Judge Doug Combs set a $30,000 cash bond
after Barger's indictment Wednesday..
Under Kentucky law, the felony indictment forbids Barger from
fulfilling his duty to prosecute misdemeanor crimes in district
court, said Perry Commonwealth's Attorney Stephen Tackett.
,"But he is still the county attorney," Tackett said, and despite
the' grand-jury allegations, more than $82,000 of Barger's income
from state and local governments will not be affected.

Post office ends year with surplus
WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Postal Service had a $550
million surplus at the end of the fiscal year, its fourth straight
year in the black, according to the agency's annual report released
Tuesday.
The agency handled 198 billion pieces of mail in the fiscal
year that ended last September, or approximately 376,712 items
per minute.
That's 41 percent of the world's mail, the post office said. The
second busiest postal service, in Japan, handles 6 percent.
"We have a lot to be proud of. Our service performance is
outstanding and customer satisfaction is at an all-time high," Postmaster General William Henderson said in a letter accompanying
the report.
Total income of the post office in fiscal 1998 was just over
$60 billion, with expenses of $59.5 billion, the report said.
The $550 million surplus follows years in which the post office
had surpluses of $1.7 billion, $1.5 billion and $1.2 billion.
That income has permitted the agency to purchase costly equipment to speed the sorting and handling of the mail while reducing its long-term debt. The agency's debt now totals $6.4 billion,
down from $9.9 billion in 1992.
The post office raised the price of sending a letter a penny, to
33 cents, on Jan. 10, citing rising costs and the need to avoid
falling into the red while still struggling to pay off its past debt.

Boys allege harassment at school
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A federal lawsuit alleges two western Kentucky high school students were sexually harassed repeatedly by peers and that school officials did .nothing to stinp it.
The two students, who are minors, were victims of a hazing
incident in October 1996 involving the Muhlenberg South High
School boys' basketball team. Hazing victims were made to strip
and mimic sexual acts, according to their parents.
Five players accused in the hazing were required to apologize
and were suspended for two games. Coach Kerry Stovall, who
didn't take part in the hazing, was suspended for two games.
The lawsuit against the Muhlenberg County Board of Education, filed in U.S. District Court, alleges that the two male students have heard ongoing sex-related taunts at school since the
hazing occurred at a basketball team lock in.
The two have been subjected to rape threats, unwelcome touching and "general intimidation, ridicule and insult," according to
the lawsuit.
It contends that school officials were "deliberately indifferent"
about the situation.

Goodyear, Sumitomo to form alliance
NEW YORK (AP) — In a deal that will shake up the global
tire industry, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. plans to acquire 10
percent of Japan's Sumitomo Rubber Industries Ltd....and On control of the Japanese manufacturer's U.S. and Western- European
opeiations
Under the agreement, wfiich is expected to be announced today,
Goodyear will form six joint ventures with Sumitomo around the
world, according to a source familiar with the negotiations. Goodyear
will pay the highly leveraged Sumitomo $1 billion for its contribution to the joint ventures.
The Akron, Ohio-based Goodyear, the world's third-largest automobile tire maker, will acquire about 10 percent of Sumitomo's
outstanding shares while Sumitomo, the fifth-largest tire maker,
will get a smaller stake in Goodyear. The stock swap is worth
about $88 million.

Welfare study encouraging
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— State
officials aren't declaring victory yet,
but they are encouraged that nearly 63 percent of adults who left
Kentucky's welfare rolls claim to
be better off now.
Former welfare recipients are
working more hours for slightly
higher pay than people who left
the rolls two years ago — thanks
in part to a booming economy.
The jobs, however, are still at
the bottom end of the pay spectrum — only 22 percent pay $8
an hour or more, according to a
survey of 522 former welfare recipients.
"Wages are still pretty low, but
it's good to know that most people feel as though their lives have
improved since leaving" the rolls,
said Cary Willis, a spokesman for
the state Cabinet for Families and
Children
Debra Miller, executive director of Kentucky Youth Advocates,
said she wasn't surprised that many
surveyed said their lives have
improved.
"Obviously, it's better to be

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton should forgo public
money to help underwrite his nonexistent Democratic Party primary
campaign for re-election, a campaign finance citizens group said.
And Patton seems to agree, but
has not shut any doors.
Richard Beliles, chairman of
Common Cause of Kentucky, said
having taxpayers subsidize "a powerful, incumbent governor" would
go against the spirit of the 1992
law, which was intended to reduce
campaign contributors' influence
in government. Common Cause
strongly supported the public
financing law.
Patton indicated he disagrees
with a prevailing legal opinion
that could allow him to get public money -in' the primary. But his
campaign declined to say that outright, leaving the door open to

ATLANTA (AP) — More and
more preschoolers from poor families are overweight, the government reported Tuesday.
The Centers for Disease Control, and Prevention said 8.6 percent of the low-income 2- to 4year-olds it studied in 1997 were
'overweight, up from 7 lercent in
1989. Among children tinder 2,
the percentage rose from 10.8 to
11.3.
Researchers believe the increase
is due to high-calorie convenience
foods rather than lack of physical
activity, said Dr. Kelley Scanlon

1-800-866-4213
All Area Counties

taking the money if his only active lican Peppy Martin, whose fundRepublican opponent starts attack- raising potential is unknown
ing him during the primary.
because her only other race was
"I believe that a candidate who for the state House in Jefferson
does not have effective competi- County in 1981, and she lost that.
tion in a primary should not get
If Martin does not raise
public funds," Patton said in a $327,514, neither she nor Patton
news release. "It appears to us will get public money. She is
that we are not eligible to receive opposed in the primary by David
state funds in the primary."
Lynn Williams of Columbia, a disUnder the law, slates for gov- abled utility contractor who says
ernor and lieutenant governor that he will run a limited campaign
agree to a spending limit get $2 and has formally rejected public
from the state for each dollar they financing.
raise — but only after two parMartin said that if the goverticipating
slates each
raise
$327,514. The qualifying amount nor gets public money in the priand the spending limit of mary, "it doesn't bother me,"
because she is little known and
$1,965,082 reflect adjustments for
whatever-- she can raise will mean
inflation since the system began
much more to her than Patton's
in 1995 with a limit of $1.8- milfund-raising will mean to him. But
lion.
then she said that public money
The only other candidate who
would only enhance Patton's advansigned on to the system was Repub-

of the CDC
The report showed sonic
improvement.
The percentage of poor infants
who were breast-fed rose from
35.3 in 1989 to 46.2 in 1997.
And the percentage of lowincome children under 2 who were
anemic declined from 1.9.4 to 18.4.
though the number of black Children with anemia rose from 21
percent to 24.6 percent.
The CDC studied low-income.
children from 44 states, the District of Columbia and five Indian
tribes.

FEBRUARY SPECIALS

The survey found that Kentuckians leaving welfare are finding work at about the same rate
as those in a few other states for
which information is available.
About 48 percent of those who
left the rolls had found jobs.

tage of incumbency.
"From an overall budget standpoint, I think he's spent enough
of the taxpayers' money," on projects and other things that boost
his campaign. Martin said. "Personally, I would rather not see
him use it, but from one candidate to the next, I think he's entitled to use it if he qualifies."
Patton and his aides have
declined to say how much he plans
to raise and spend on the primary,
though he has said he plans to
run some television commercials
in his native eastern Kentucky,
where his changes in the workers' compensation law have cost
him support.
A Patton statement concluded,
"Under any circumstances, we'd()
not at this time contemplate a
$1.965 million campaign in the
primary."

Sweet Talking

Any Valentine Cake
($12.00 Minimum)
Order Early For Best Selection
Otle, good wrth coupe,at bcabonsi
hsted One couOdn se, vis,t Vood where
proh4b,tecl Or restmled by taw Not vald
,n COniunChOn*rth any other offer
Valid through 2/14/99

BaskinP Robbins Ice Cream &kgsirt
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
753-3111

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

FRIDAY BBQ NIGHT
Smoked Boston Butt
Smoked Pork Ribs
BBQ Chicken
Baked Fish w/sauteed
onions & peppers
Buttered Redskin Potatoes
Corn on Cob

Macaroni & Cheese
Baked Beans
Mixed Greens
Includes Soup, Salad Bar,
Dessert & Drink

$9.95
pius tax

TERM

ANNEAL
PERCENTAGE

MINIMU5I
DEPOSIT
4..we

182 Days

3.95%

$1000

9 Months

4.05%

$1000

12 Months

4.10%

$500

18 Months

5.00%

$500

60 Months

4.35%

$500
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Roast Prime
Rib of Beef

If you are 55+ and JTPA
eligible, The Purchase
Area Senior Employment
Program will provide
training and job search
assistance.

251- 6153
Graves County

Nelson said people could be quitting their jobs for higher-paying
jobs.
The percentage of people who
said they were "better off— since
leaving welfare was significantly
higher than it was in the first survey. In the 1997 survey, only .52
percent said they were better off.
In the 1997 survey, about 25
percent of the participants said
things were "about the same" as
before they left welfare. But 14
percent reported being "a little
worse off," and 9 percent said
they were "much worse off' without welfare.
In the 1998 survey, 19 percent
said things were "about the same."
Twelve percent reported being "a
little worse off," and 5 percent
said they were "much worse off."

Baskin I)Robbins
Study: Number of poor,
overweight children up Let Us Do Your $2.00 Off

FREE Computer Training
is Available.

Call the Purchase Area Senior Employment
Program today.

and gi‘en a toll-free number to
call. There was also a $20 incentive payment for participating.
Since July 1996, Kentucky's welfare rolls have dropped from 51,340
adults and 119,083 children to
31,130 adults and 75,575 children.
The good news is that people
are using the state's job-training
services," said John P. Nelson,
who did the survey. "The most
disappointing news is that not
many people are going back and
getting their GEDs," he said.
The survey found that only II
percent of those interviewed had
received help from the state in
attaining a GED or high school
diploma. But 20 percent of those
surveyed had gone through one of
the state's job-support programs.
In the 1997 survey, only 10 percent had received job training.
The survey also found that former recipients are not holding their
jobs as long. In the 1997 survey,
74 percent had held the same job
since leaving- welfare. In the 1998
survey, that figure dropped to 59
percent.

Group urges Patton to shun money

Chimp defies zoo birth control
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Who is the father of Yoshiko's baby?
It's a mystery at the Los Angeles Zoo, where the 8-year-old
chimpanzee gave birth over the weekend..
Keepers say they didn't know Yoshike was pregnant and aren't
sure how she got that way. All three of her eligible mates have
had vasectomies, the zoo said Tuesday.
Three other males haven't had the procedure, the zoo said.
Still, 44-year-old Toto has never shown any interest in the opposite sex, while 4-year-old Glenn and 2-year-old Ripley are too
young to be monkeying around.
The surprise birth was discovered early Sunday when an assistant keeper arriving for work spotted Yoshiko cradling her offspring. dubbed Toshi.

working." Miller said. "It's probably better financially, and people
feel better when they are working. But the questions around low
wages are still very real. Welfare
recipients are joining the working
poor."
Welfare recipients are making
better use of the state's job-training programs than they had in the
past and have not had a hard time
finding affordable child care when
they do land a job, the survey
found. More than 99 percent of
the respondents said they were
"satisfied" with child-care arrangements.
The findings, gathered for the
state by the University of
Louisville's Center for Policy
Research and Evaluation, were
based on telephone interviews last
year. But unlike a similar survey
in 1997, the most recent survey
did not rely solely on respondents
who have telephones — people
who presumably are more successful than those without phones.
Former
recipients
without
phones were contacted by mail

•

Includes Potato or
Choice of Vegetable

KENLAKE
STATE RESORT PARK
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Aurora, Ky.• Hwy. 94 • 474-2211

The Senior Employment Program is funded under the Job Training Partnership
Act by the West Kentucky Private Industry Council and the Workforce
Development Cabinet. This is an equal aproetunity proptuntlimy aids and
services are available upon
to ill1101661a with admit

'Until further noti„se please call Kenlake in reference to
the availability of their Saturday and Sunday Buffets.

--owsewww

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective February 2, 1999.

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK
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Focusing on access
BY JOHN GLISSON
arrived, entered and found that
Imagine yourself using a mobil- the builders had forgotten to install
ity aid such as a wheelchair and lighting.
being invited to go with a few
The event was taking place
friends to a grand event held in around you, but you could not
Murray State University's new see a thing.
Regional Special Events Center.
You confronted the center operThe event is one that you have ators about the matter, but only
dreamed about being in your got the reply, "Oh, enjoy it. we'll
hometown for years.
'put' you closer to the action so
You wanted to share the spe- that you can hear the event betcial event with your children and ter."
other family members, as well as
How would you feel and how
with your friends.
would you respond?
Excitement exploded, yet some
I am writing this strictly to
apprehension entered when you raise awareness and sensitivity
remembered how things have been about access to our community.
so -often when attending events
The issues of inaccessibility surin the past - segregated and sep- rounding RSEC have been brought
arated from friends and family to - my attention a number of
members.
times, especially over the past year.
Finally, the time comes. You
It is just as unacceptable that
arrive at the new building with integrated seating be forgotten in
great excitement still remaining such a super construction as it
even after your children have would be if the lighting had been
exhausted themselves in an attempt forgotten.
to assist you. into the building
In accordance with the Amerfrom the unacceptable parking icans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
accommodations.
85, spaces should exist in the
You move around the complex seating so that persons who do
in an attempt to locate a seat where use wheelchairs can sit along side
yolt._ could ,thare ..:the time 'with .:2their family members and friena
your group. /
just like -other spectators.'
One was not to be found. .
The law only requires that I
Instead, you had to go to percent of the total number of seats
the complete opposite end of the be available.)
center to sit alone at a distance.
For the benefit of those who
You could not even see your are not familiar with the controfamily and friends in the crowd. versy surrounding RSEC, the facilHow do yoti feel'?
ity has the seating capacity for
Imagine that you have not yet 8.500 spectators.
acquired a disability of any type
One percent of that seating
and attended the same special capacity is to be "integrated seatevent in the new facility. You ing." Integrated seating, as defined

by the ADA, is seating that is
made available to accommodate
persons who use wheelchairs or
other mobility aids within the regular seating of a stadium or other
such facility so that individuals
who do use such mobility aids
can sit with their family and
friends in regular seating (bleachers, etc.) as do other spectators.
Traditionally, some place within a stadium has been established
so that individuals using mobility aids could access an event as
a spectator.
In 1990 with the onset of the
ADA, the law required that new
constructions incorporate the integrated seating into the regular
stadium seating.
While in construction, this
endeavor has even saved money
in the overall building cost.
The builders failed to build
RSEC with this design. Nevertheless, the law remains with this
requirement.
I will take this opportunity to
applaud Jeanne Gallimore and
Crystal Ford, both of the Center
for Accessible Living, for bringAm these issues to,- our attention.
.The Center for Accessible Living (CAL) has a wealth of ktrowledge and expertise in accessibility issues.
I want my friends and family
members who may use wheelchairs
and experience other types of limitations to be free to experience
our wonderful community. Don't
you'?
Glisson lives at 501 N. 17th
St., Murray.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 27 - La Stampa, Turin, Italy, on President Clinton and Pope John Paul II:
(U.S. President Bill) Clinton has been weakened in his spirit by allowing too much to his
body. Pope John Paul II has become frail, despite
the strength of his spirit.
The meeting in St. Louis was an opportunity to
show once again their incompatibility:
The pontiff and the American president try to
control the world following two opposite principles.
John Paul II calls for the end of violence as a
way to solve the conflicts and looks forward to
the birth of an alternative power to the United
States. Clinton continues bombing each continent
to reaffirm the American supremacy.
What makes them look alike is their ability to
raise enthusiasm, more than a real consensus.

Olympic games have seen their television rights
multiply by 2000 over the past thirty years.
Who controls sports'? Governments, teams, the
federations or the television magnates'?
The fall of Samaranch wouldn't solve anything
if the Olympic organization is not thoroughly
cleaned from top to bottom.
Jan. 27 - The New Paper, Singapore, on the
Olympic Games scandal:
This whole Olympics bribery scandal isn't shocking. No, we all know how crooked the world is.
how money talks in every field of activity.
The International Olympics Committee members
who took bribes to vote for a certain country' to
be host have done no worse than many politicians
and business leaders, right?
But we prosecute crooked politicians, so we
should also not forgive these crooked IOC members.
Sack them all ... Those easily-influenced guys
are two things: crooked and untrustworthy, and a
bunch of lazy slobs.
It's natural to want more
money, but welcome to the real world!

Jan. 24 - Liberation, Paris, on corruption in
sports:
A doping scandal dominated sports headlines in
1998. And 1999 has started with a hang: the Olympics,
the symbol of sports, is in the hot seat. After the
health of the athletes, the health of the organizations is at stake.
Jan. 26 - The Daily Telegraph, London, on
Dodgy intermediaries, lost files, empty purses, the Olympic scandal:
shadow companies, manipulation all conic at the
The flame is fading. The Olympic ideal is a
taxpayer's expense.
laughing stock. Certainly. the Olympic charter makes
The moral virtues of amateur sports were for humorous reading. ...
renounced a long time ago in exchange for an
... Confidence in the institution is gone. It will
explosion of commercialism.
not return until Samaranch and his crony culture
But never before has there been so much money have gone and the IOC has been reduced and
involved in sports.
overhauled, with a greater say given to national
"Jordan Inc." brings in more than the gross Olympic committees.
national product of a Third World country. the socUntil then Britain should abandon any thoughts
cer market rivals France's national budget and the of staging the tarnished circus on our shores.

z

"The power of impeachment is
given by the Constitution to bring
POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS
great offenders to punishment,"
said James Iredell, a member of
the North Carolina Supreme Court
and delegate to his state's ratifying convention in 1787-88.
CAL THOMAS
Iredell and his colleagues saw
Syndicated Columnist
a connection between offenses and
The idea of separating the pres- don him; and this great man himpunishment.
But Senate Majority Leader ident's illegal deeds from any form self ... as well as the vice presiTrent Lott and some of his col- of constitutional punishment was dent, and all civil officers of the
leagues apparently see some wig- hatched last September in a floor United States, are to be removed
speech by Sen. Joseph Lieberman from office on impeachment and
gle room between the two.
They seem to be focusing on (D-Conn.).
conviction of treason, bribery or
Widely hailed at the time, other high crimes and misdeArticle 1, Section 3, paragraph 7,
which says: "If any judge or exec- Lieberman rebuked the president for meanors."
utive officer is convicted of his "immoral" behavior. Sens. Bob
In a World Magazine essay last
impeachment charges, the punish- Kerry (D-Neb.) and Daniel Patrick August, University of Texas gov(D-N.Y.)
ment of the Senate shall not extend Moynihan
praised ernment and philosophy professor
beyond hiq removal from office Lieberman and seemed to agree Jay Budziszewski wrote there has
and declaring that individual dis- with what he said.
never been a bad man and a good
But Lieberman left it there; he statesman: "To lie is to break trust.
qualified from holding any office
of honor, trust or profit under the didn't recommend the president's The more you break trust, the
authority of the United States in impeachment.
more breaking trust becomes part
As has been pointed out by the of your character.
the future."
It would appear that Lott and House impeachment managers and
"In every tough spot, your first
Sen. Olympia Snowe(R-Me.) think many others, there are people now impulse is to cheat. At first you
the Constitution allows a lesser pun- doing time in prison for perjury cheat only your sexual partners,
ishment than the president's and obstruction Rf justice, the very but pretty soon every relationship
removal from office should two- things for whicti-the president has grows with the lurid colors of
thirds of the Senate find him guilty. been impeached.
exploitation: with kids, with boss,
Charles Pinckney, a South Car- with country."
Put another way, a child could
he declared guilty for lying to his olina delegate to the ConstitutionBill Clinton has been impeached
parents but he would not have to al Convention, failed .to see a dis- and is being tried for perjury and
go to his room or do extra chores tinction between conviction of a obstruction of justice.
to remind him there are conse- president and removal from office.
But his faults extend far beyond
While debating whether a pres- these acts. His "private acts" are
quences for improper behavior.
Defenders of the president dur- ident should have the 'power to injuring the public good. Any
ing the Senate trial remind sena- "grant reprieve or pardon in the attempt to split the difference means
tors that the president would not case of impeachment proceedings this president will have corrupted
escape punishment after leaving brought against a judge or officer not only himself but the Congress
office.
of the executive branch- (Article and the law.
This reveals even their low 2, Section 2, paragraph 1), PinckIf there were no other reason
regard for a man most of his sup- ney said: "No man, however great, - and there are many - he should
porters see as someone of no last- is exempt from impeachment and be convicted and removed from
ing value other than to hold of f trial.
office.
"If the representatives of the peothe Republican "barbarians" who
Anything short of that, or acquitwould otherwise be storming the ple think he ought to be impeached tal, is a bad deal the Senate should
White House gates.
and tried, the president cannot par- not make.

Estimate won't hold up
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Clinton is forecasting decades
of federal budget surpluses, $4.854
trillion worth by 2014 — precise
predictions that come with only one
certainty.
They will be off the mark.
By how much, and whether the
projections are too high or too
low, depends on the economy, the
decisions of at least two future
presidents, and what happens during the next seven Congresses.,
-4Clinton's 15zyear plan forecasts-L
surpluses far exceeding those projected by the administration and
Congress 15 months ago.
"The predictions are that for
the next quarter century, whatever the ups and downs of the business cycle, the general trend is
going to be for surpluses every
year for the next 25 years," Clinton said.
There's no disagreement on the
upward trend; the director of the
Congressional Budget Office said
that only a cataclysmic recession
would undo surpluses.
But translating trends into numbers stretching 10 and 15 years
ahead is educated speculation. The
specialists say so.
"There is no way for anyone
projecting the economy to be able
to say their projections will come
true, because chances are they
won't," said June O'Neill, completing her term as director of
the CBO.
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan said it is impossible
to "confidently project large. surpluses" over the next 15 years,
given the uncertainties of budget
forecasting.
He noted that two years ago,
the Office of Management and
Budget projected a $121 billion
deficit in the 1998 budget, which
turned out to be "a $191 billion
error."
Congressional
The
Budget

Letters ...
All letters must be signed
by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included. Letters must be
brief.
Send letters to: Letter to
the Editor, Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. They may also
be faxed to (502) 753-1927.

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Office said that its five-year projections were off by an average
of 13 percent annually.
At that rate, the CB0 could
be,$250 billion off in 2004-r which
exceeds the $234 billion surplus
it forecasts for that budget year.
"Estimates for more than five
years into the future are even
more uncertain," the CB0 report
said.
The projections have .been missing on the down side, first by
forecasting deficits, then by minimizing surpluses.
The administration forecasts a
$79 billion surplus when the current budget year ends on Oct. 1;
that is $25 -billion more than
expected a year ago.
The 030 projects a $107 billion surplus this year.
The congressional projection is
that surpluses will add up to nearly $2.6 trillion over the next
decade. Clinton's budget projects
the total at about $2.4 billion.
"Our estimates, optimistic as
they sound, are more conservative than those of Congress," the
president said.
And longer, by five years, to
reach the $4.854 trillion Clinton's
budget calls the total reserve by
2014.
He wants 62 percent of it,
$2.764 trillion, used for Social
Security funding, 15 percent for
Medicaid needs, 12 percent for a
new system of government-aided
retirement savings accounts, and
II percent for "military readiness
and other critical national needs."
That would be all of it, col-

liding with Republican plans for
tax cuts of up to $800 billion
over the next decade.
"The number of 'proposals to
get rid of the surplus.almost rivals
Mark MeGwire's home run record,"
Greenspan said.
Not really; that was 70. But it
made his point about competing
claims for the money.
He told the Senate Budget Committee caution should rule, given
the uncertainty of long-range forecasts and the difficulty of undoing tax and spending commitments.
"It is not as easy to reduce
outlays as it is to increase them,
and the reverse is obviously the
case in taxes," he said.
That would be as true of the
new retirement accounts Clinton
seeks as of the tax cuts Republicans want.
It's happened before.
Ronald Reagan's 1981 income
tax cuts didn't produce the economic surge and increased revenues
his administration expected, and
deficits increased.
A post-Cold War peace dividend was supposed to ease budget pressures a decade ago, but
didn't, in part because of economic downturns.
As for long-range forecasting,
the last major overhaul of Social
Security, in 1983, was supposed
to keep the system solvent until
2057, but came up 25 years short.
Clinton and Republican leaders agree that gap should be closed
using the surplus, although they
are at odds how to use the funds.
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DEATHS
Thomas Watkins Brown
Thomas (Tommy) Watkins Brown, 71, Mimosa Lane, Murray,
died Tuesday, Feb. 2, 1999, at 11:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a former owner of Murray Cheri Theatre from 1954
to 1989. Brown and his partner, H.P. Vincent, purchased the existing Murray Drive-in Theater in 1954 from the Sykes Brothers
who built it and owned an adjacent sawmill on South Fourth
Street. The drive-in was operated until it was closed in 1985. Special promotions were featured at the drive-in and a large attendance was noted at each showing.
In 1967 Brown built the Cheri Theatre featuring a 40-fnot
screen and rocking chairs on Chestnut Street. In 1969 he and Vincent purchased the Cine Theatre and operated it along with the
Cheri. Brown began his movie theater career as a movie projectionist in Columbia, Tenn., in the early 1950s.
Brown promoted the Calloway County Spelling Bees and presented monetary prizes to the winners for many years. He was a
member of the Murray Rotary Club and the National Theatre
Owners of America. Born Aug. 1, 1927, in McMinnville, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late Lloyd Brown and Vera Cantrell
Brown.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ila Hopkins Brown, to whom
he was married on Dec. 19, 1965; two daughters, Mrs. Tracey
Hendrix and husband, Michael, Mt. Sterling, and Mrs. Holly Cross
and husband, Jeffery, Birmingham, Ala.; two grandchildren, Joshua
Hendrix and Nicholas Hendrix.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Joan Bowker
will be pianist.
Active pallbearers will be Darrell Mosley, Donal Jones, Danny
Spencer, Shane Black, Donnie Winchester and Greg Bennett. Honorary pallbearers will be members of the Murray Rotary Club and
former employees of the Murray Cheri Theatre from 1954 to 1989.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray City School
System Spelling Bee Program, Calloway County School System
Spelling Bee Program, or Calloway County "Relay for Life" Cancer Walk.

Mrs. Pearl Burton
Mrs. Pearl Burton, 91, Shady Grove Road, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Tuesday, Feb. 2, 1999, at 12:45 p.m. at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Albert 0. Martin
Albert 0. Martin, 69, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 2, 1999, at
6:30 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Man allegedly tried to burn mom
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Scott Road man was arrested
early Wednesday morning on a
charge of felony wanton endangerment for allegedly igniting a piece
of paper and tossing it onto his bedridden mother's bed.
Bond for John Rodney Scott, 51,
was not set at press time. He is
charged with first-degree wanton
endangerment, resisting arrest and
alcohol intoxication.

According to a Calloway
County Sheriff's Department report, deputies responded to a report
of a disturbance at the home of Virginia Scott about 2 a.m. Wednesday.
Virginia Scott, who was confined to bed because of an illness,
said her son threw the burning
piece of paper on her bed, the report said.
Rodney Scott "put up a great
deal of resistance when arrested,"
the report said.

HOG MARKET

Report Not Availablefr

Children owed apology if wronged
QUESTION: I recently scolded my daughter for something I
found out later she hadn't done.
Would you go so far as to apologize to a child if you felt you
had been in the wrong?
. DR. DOBSON: 1 certainly
DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
would - and indeed, I have. A
Syndicated Columnist
number of years ago I was burdened with pressing responsibilities that fatigued me and made She said, "I knew you were going how do you see it?
me irritable. One particular evening to have to apologize, Daddy, and
DR. DOBSON: The movie you
I was especially grouchy and short- it's OK; I forgive you."
saw is characteristic of others made
tempered with my 10-year-old
Can there be any doubt that during that era because children
daughter. I knew I was not being children are often more aware of in most nations of the
world
fair, but was simply too tired to the struggles between generations responded that way to
their parcorrect my manner. Through the than are their busy, harassed par- ents. There were
exceptions, of
course of the evening, I blamed ents?
course. Rebellion has occurred
***
Danae for things that were not
throughout history - even in bibher fault and upset her needlessQUESTION: I was watching lical times. Remember that King
ly several times.
on television the other night an David's son Amnon raped his halfAfter going to bed, I felt bad old black-and-white movie that sister Tamar. and
another son,
about the way I had behaved and was made in the late 1930s. What Absalom, tried to
overthrow the
I decided to apologize the next jumped out at me was the respect- reign of his father.
While some
morning. After a good night of ful way the teen-agers related of yesterday's families
had to deal
sleep and a tasty breakfast, I felt to their parents. These kids, who with upheavals of
this nature, they
much more optimistic about life. appeared to be 17 or 18 years have typically been
the exception
I approached my daughter before old, were downright deferential rather than the rule.
she left for school and said,"Danae, and looked to their father to
But today, as you indicated,
I'm sure you know that daddies make final decisions regarding children and young
people are
are not perfect human beings. We their own behavior.
taught to be disrespectful and rebelget tired and irritable just like
I know this was just fiction, lious by our culture. One of the
other people, and there are times but I got the impression that most effective
teachers is the rock
when we are not proud of the that's the way families func- music industry and
the excesses
way we behave. I know I wasn't tioned back then. Today,, even it embraces.
fair with you last night. I was "good kids" from strong famiIt is difficult to overestimate
terribly grouchy, and I want you lies are often more independent the negative impact
contemporary
to forgive me.
and disrespectful to their par- music is having. Rock stars are
Danae put her arms around me ents. If I'm right about this the heroes, the idols, that
young
and shocked me down to my toes. change, why has it occurred and people want to emulate. And
when

(AP) — The state is adding a
third option for drivers who want
to showcase Kentucky fauna on
their license plates.
The state already sells nature
license plates depicting a cardinal
and a Kentucky warbler on a tulip
poplar. One more plate will be
added.
The choices for the featured creature on the new plate: a bobcat,
a deer, a Kentucky bass or viceroy
butterfly on a goldenrod stem. Voting to select the design is open
to the public.
Kentucky has been selling the
license plates since 1995 to raise
money to buy land for nature preserves, wildlife management areas,
state parks, recreation and environmental education areas, state
forests, wild river corridors and wetlands.
State officials hope to raise
more money by adding the third
design, which will be the last. The
law that created the conservation
fund allowed only three designs.
Anyone with a valid Kentucky
driver's license can vote on the
new design by calling 1-800-8581549. \-

IN PROCESS: Dennis Gilbert and Bob Lavrrar lay out siding as they get ready to work on a
new business building )n Pottertown Road on Monday.
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Most people seek to serve their
communities in ways that can make
a real difference. Mary Beth Imes is
no exception. By being a Licensed
Funeral Director, she knows how to
be the kind of friend and neighbor
who's there when she's needed most.
Mary Beth says in her profession,"If I can show an extra effort
in caring and concern that will help
just one person, I will feel that I
have made a difference in the lives
of each family that I have served, as
well as contributed to the needs in
my community."

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.

is

Stock Market
Report

Mary Beth Imes
Funeral Director

*5*

State adds
nature design

Inue:;tmettis Since 1851

Hat a
difference ,
women can
make.

they are depicted in violent and
sexual roles, many teen-agers and
preadolescents are pulled along in
their wake.
What could possibly he wholesome about showing explicit sex
scenes - especially those involving perversion - to 12-and 13year-old kids? Yet videos come
into the home via MTV and other
channels that feature men and
women in blatantly sexual situations, or even in depictions of
sadism.
One study showed that more than
half of all MTV videos featured
violence or implied violence, and
35 percent revealed violence against
women. A steady diet of this
garbage will pollute the minds of
even the healthiest of teen-agers.
I believe that this perpetual and
pernicious exposure to rock music
is responsible, at least in part, for
many of the social problems now
occurring among the young, including the high suicide rate, the reported willingness of young men to
rape women if given an opportunity, and the moral undermining
of the next generation.
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Campus debates
scheduled at MSU
The Murray State University
Speech and Debate Team, the Residential College Debate Societies
and MSU Women's Center will
present On Campus Debates for
Spring 1999.
The first debate .on "Resolved:
That the Impeachment of President Clinton is not in the best
interest of the country" will be
Feb. 15 from 7 to 8 p.m. in the
MSU Curris Center Theater.
White College Debate Society

SUBSCRIBE
CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

SOME MISTAKES TO AVOID
WHEN FURNISHING YOUR HOME
I.
Don't
select furniture to please
or
impress
someone
else. Be sure
your furniture
fits YOUR
lifestyle, and
serves
you
and
your
family best.
Remember
your home is the one place where you
can make a personal statement.
2. Don't necessarily go for "fad" colors. Some people read or hear that this
color, or that color, is popular now.
Remember the things you buy for Our
home will be with you for a long time,
so choose colors that you like, and that
look good in YOUR rooms.
3. Don't copy stereotyped room
designs. You don't have to arrange
your furniture in the same, old way
unless you really want to. Experiment
a bit by arranging your furniture in different ways, and in ways that bring out
the best in your individual rooms.
4. Don't select furnishings that are
out of scale for your home. Choose the
pieces that will look best in your
rooms.
5. Don't be afraid to mix. While some
matching is, of course, desirable, look
for a few pieces that will add new variety and interest to your home.
Meantime, you'll make no mistake in
shopping here, because we can show
you wonderful selections and values to
truri-make your home right for you.
Come in

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

will take the affirmative and Elizabeth College Debate Society will
take the negative.
The
second
debate
on
"Resolved: That media images have
a negative impact on young people, causing them to be subject
to eating disorders" will be Feb.
23 in the Freed Curdi Auditorium
from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Regents College Debate Society will take the affirmative and
Hester College Debate Society will
take the negative.
The third debate on "Resolved:
That the United States should control immigration" will be April 5
in the MSU Cun-is Center Theater from 7 to 8 p.m.
Hart College Debate Society will
take the affirmative and SpringerFranklin College Debate Society
will take the negative.
These campus debates are open
to the public.

An extra special needed addition to the Calloway County
Public Library is the recent installation of hand rails at the
main entrance of the library. When entering the library you
are going upward and coming out you are going downward. If
you have several books, videos, etc., you have checked out, the
rail will help you in entering and leaving the library. This is
an extra service of the library staff and board.
Our library is such a wonderful addition for our city and
county. Ben Graves, director, his staff, volunteers and the board
are to be commended for continuing this service through the
tax dollars of Calloway County residents.

Angel Alert is issued
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. The needs include a washer and dryer for one
family, and a twin bed for another family. Anyone having any of
these items to donate call the center at 762-7333.

MES meeting Thursday

Collectible Treasures
limited Edition Mills, Rears,

Tracey Lynn West
and Vijay Cohoon

JesveIr & Clothing

Visit Our Brand
New Store
302 4th St., I laze! • 502-492-6206
Kt. on Callot%.1%, lett on 4th
(I-1/2 Mocks trorn \1,,ii, St.)

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%
Southern Farm Bureau Lite Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums
contributions, less any applicable r
nance fees. accumulate •
future Early surrender

753-4703

Crass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3621

FARM
BUREAU

West-Cohoon vows
will be said on Feb. 5
Glenn West of Murray and Janet West of Eynn Grove announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Tracey
Lynn West, to Vijay Cohoon, son of Teddy and Sheila Cohoon of
Lynn Grove,
Miss West is the granddaughter of Ms. Calene Felts and the late
Billy Felts of Murray and of the late Albert Lee West and Ola Mae
West of Lynn Grove.
Mr. Cohoon is the grandson of Maxine and George Fields of Murray, the late Alfred Cunningham, all of Murray, -and of John and
Maudine Cohoon of Stella.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She is currently employed at CVS Pharmacy, Murray.
The groom-elect attended Murray High School and later joined the
U.S. Marines. He is currently employed at Napa Auto Parts, Murray.
The vows will be exchanged in a private wedding on Friday, Feb.
5, 1999.

Wadesboro club meets
Grace Parker, president, presented a lesson on "Healthy Heart"
at the January meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers Club at
Dutch Essenhaus restaurant.
The devotion on "New Year's
Resolutions" and prayer were by
Ann Darnell. Members answered
_the'roll. call by relating something_
nice someone had done for her.
"It is better to go good than
just talk about it" was the home-

maker thought for the month. Emma
Lou Albin led the recreation.
It was announced that Jane
Steely's new title is now Calloway
County Family & Consumer Sciences Agent.
Other members present were
Fern Darnell Elaine Collins,
Martha Baterworth, Imogene
Palmer and Della Outland.
The club will meet Feb. 9 at
10- a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus.

Are your business computers year 2000 ready? Let us check them out and
,
give you peace of mind on Y2K. We can check out your hardware to see
•

INSURANCE

if you're ready for the new century.
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Computer Sales, Networks, and Service
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Make appointment for yourself and a
(
friend by Feb. 14 and both will receive 1/2
off regular price session for the month of
February. Phone 753-5900 for easy and qI
convenient appointment.

502-753-7001
http.//www.hawkinsresearch.com

Need Money?
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Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan

Custom-ordered
wallcovering & border

Pot 0' Gold

30-50% off

506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray. KY

manufacturer's suggested retail

Garden Department to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at noon at the club house. Each one is to bring a brown
bag lunch with dessert to be served by the hostesses, Rosanna
Miller, Hazel Matthai, Clover Cotham and Billy Hall. Members
should bring items for the Animal Shelter.

Scout event Thursday
A Cub Scout and Boy Scout Roundtable will be Thursday at
6:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets,
Murray. Camp Promotion will be featured.

Chorus rehearsal Thursday
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have an important rehearsal Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at the club house. Kathy Mowery, director, urges all members to
attend.

Democrats will meet Thursday
Calloway County Democratic Party will meet Thursday at 7
p.m. at the Murray City Hall. Dardanella Durham, party chairman,
urges all interested persons to attend.
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Basketball clinic Saturday
A Christian Basketball Clinic, "Running the Race," will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church. This
is for Grades 1 through 8. The cost will be $15 per person which
includes a t-shirt and lunch. Reservations should be made by today
(Wednesday) by calling Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

Burns' reservations needed
The Caledonian Society of Murray will present its seventh annual Burns Supper on Saturday at the Murray Woman's Club House.
A reception will start at 5:30 p.m. followed by the dinner at 6:30
p,m.. All , interested persons are invited. For 'reservations call Murray Tourism Commission- at 759-2199:—
Couples Bridge at Oaks
Couples Bridge will be Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club. For reservations or cancellations call the host couple,
Richard and Rita Huddleston at 753-2959. All members are welcome to participate.

Special benefit Saturday
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The Technology Committee of the Murray Electric System Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
in the computer room of the school. Eleanor Mills, principal, urges
all interested persons to attend.
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Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State University will host
a barbecue supper Saturday from 5 to 7:30 p.m. in the Kathleen
and Tom Elam Convocation Center before the Murray State/UTMartin basketball game at the Regional Events Center. Proceeds
will go to the Arthritis Foundation and Mother's Club Scholarship
Fund. Tickets are $5 each and may be purchased from A0I1 members in advance or at the door Saturday.

Water Safety Instructor course planned
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will,
offer a water safety instructor course the last two weekends in
February. the successful completion of this course is required to
teach Red Cross swimming lessons. Interested participants must
register by Feb. 15 by calling the Red Cross office at 753-1421
for complete schedule and fee information.
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Orientation on Thursday
A free orientation session for the Weigh Down 12-Week Seminar Workshop will be Thursday at 6 p.m. at Christian Community-Chnich, South 16th Street and Glendale Road, Kui-raY.- Women
as well as men from all churches are encouraged to attend. For
more information call Jessie Bryant at 753-7520 or Heather Kelly
at 767-9788..
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FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER
*Advanced Wash System With
2 Wash Levels
•100% Filtered Wash With SelfCleaning Filter
•OutetClean 1TM Insulation
Package
•Silverware Basket
•White Vinyl Coated Racks
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Black With Reversible Color
Panels In White, Almond And
Black
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Call For Openings
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Murray, KY 42071
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CCMS lists first semester honor roll

•

Calloway
County. Middle
School has released the names of
students listed on the honor roll
for the first semester as follows:
Sixth Grade
All As

Casey Darnell, Leah Darnell, Kristen Downs, Ashley Edwards, Jonathan
Frederick, Gloria Fritz, Sarah Futrell,
Brittany Green, Halee Greer, Leandra Hale, Jessie Hargrove. Whitney
Hendon, Brooke Henson, Christopher
Hill, Lacey Lamb. Emily Lasater,
Clay LeMay, Amanda Long, Hillary
Lowe, Shelly
Martinez, Danny
McCuiston, Kala Moore, Holly Mowery,
Kimberly Myatt, Tia Myers, Amanda Oliver, Jessica Patton, Austin Raspberry, Nancy Robertson, Sam Rogers,
Stacey Rotterman,
Robyn Ryan. Joe Saddoris, Kelly
Scott, Kye Sells, Kristen Smith, Kyle
Stacy. Ryan Stanger, Mason Thomas,
Trey Tindell, Ryan Walls, Charlie

Zachary Baker, Elise Brittain, Justin
Burkeen, Kalyn Fox, Elizabeth Hillard,
Corey McBee. Calla Murdock, Carne Radke and Kelly Taylor.

All As and Bs
Jessie Adams, Amber Anderson,
Mark Anderson, .Rachel Barber, Ashley Bogard, Denisha Bridges, Justin
Brinn. Michael Bumpus, Cassie Burkeen, Rakeshia Burks, Kayla Chambers, Tara Chambers, Chelsea Cleaver,
Bryan Coles, Leanne Craig, David
Crouch,

Need Line plans
its annual meeting
nof

e-

Murray-Calloway County Need
Line will Have its annual meeting Monday at noon in the United Way Board Room on the bottom floor of Weaks Community
Center.
A report on the year's activities will be presented by Kathie
Gentry, executive director. Current business will be on the agenda.
The officers for 1999 and nev'v
candidates for positions on the
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MHS Speech Team
participates in tourney
Murray High School Speech

Team participated in the Boone
County/Pike County Central Swing
Speech Tournament at Covington
Jan. 29 and 30.
During both tournaments, Murray High had several entries to
advance to the finals level of competition.
Murray placed fourth overall in
sweepstakes at the Pike County Central Tournament with entries placing as follows:
Emily Noble, second in dramatic interpretation and fifth in
prose; Drew Thompson, third, and
Wesley Hart, first in humorous
interpretation;
Amanda Conley and Drew
Thompson in duo interpretation and

Christina Sames in extemporaneous speaking seventh place "next
out" awards.
In the Boone County Tournament Murray High placed fifth in
sweepstakes with Rowan County
placing first overall in both tournaments.
Murray's entries placing in the
Boone event were Christina Sames,
fifth in extemporaneous speaking;
Sarah Quertermous, fifth in original oratory; Katie Alcott, second
in dramatic interpretation; Drew
Thompson, second in humorous
interpretation; Wesley Hart, seventh in storytelling; Emily Noble,
prose, _and Jason Bright, original
oratory, seventh place "next out"
awards.

TO SUBSCRIBE T

Dublin, Kimberly Dyer, Lydia Eaker,
Shona Edwards, Addie Erwin, Kyle
Erwin, Richard Futrell. Dawn Garner, Kimberly George, Jenny Gingles,
Richard Hathaway, Ashley Henderson, Billy Hendon. Justin Hendrick,
Kerry Hopkins, Larisa Hopkins, Robbie Hopkins,
Elizabeth Inman, Michelle Jarvis,
Lindsay Johnson, Kara Kelso, Heather
Kohr, Jamie Locke, Mason Lusk,
Leslie Lynn, Meaghan Murdock,
Courtney Murphy, Elizabeth Musser,
Kyle Nelson, Kenny On, Lindsey E.
Paschall, Mark Paschall. Danice
Prescott,
Jordyn Randolph, Meagan Rogers,
Katie Ross, Julie Rushing, Brette Shaeffer, Dustin Smith, Kathryn Stalls,

Seventh Grade
All As
Tyler Boggess. Derrick Dalton,
Amanda Ferguson, Hillary Hulse,
Brandy Huynh, Lyndsi Keel, Shelly
Kirk!, Islarci Little, Danielle McMillen,
Emily Perry, Jeremy Phillips. Courtney Walker, Josh Young and Michelle
Young.

All As and Bs
Amanda Adams, Erica Anderson.
Whitni Bast, Paul Berhow, Heather
Borgarding, Sara Burkeen, Josh Bybee,
Brittany Chapman, Whittany Chapman,
Kelly Chrisman, Wesley Claiborne,
Tyler Collins, Erin Dick, Jordyn

BIRTHS
Savannah Renee' Lynn Kendall

board of directors will be elected. Retiring directors will be honored at this time.
Margaret Boone, Need Line
president, extends an invitation
to church representatives and other
interested people in the community to attend.
Need Line is a service organization designed to care for the
immediate emergency needs of
people of Murray and Calloway
County. It is a United Way agency.

Th

Warren, 'Ryan Watson, Brett Welter,
Cody White. Carl Williams, Morgan
Williams and Stefanie Wilson.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kendall of P.O. Box 623, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Savannah Renee' Lynn Kende, born on Sunday, Jan. 24, 19919, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
rhe baby weighed nine pounds 10 ounces and measured 21 inches. the mother is the former Tracey Hicks.
Grandparents are Linda and Frank Kendall and Robin and Mike

Monica Grace Futrill
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Futrell of 354 North 38th St., Paducah, are
the parents of a daughter, Monica Grace Futrell, born on Saturday,
Jan. 9, 1999, at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed nine pounds four ounces and measured 22 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Kimberly Greer.
Grandparents are Marlin and Karen Greer and Sandy and Wanda
Forrest, all of Murray.
IMP

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
iiismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Feb. 1 have
l:leen released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Mitchell, baby girl, parents,
Debbie and Guy,'Murray;
Beard baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Kelvin, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Treva Fennel, Almo; Albert
T. Maxson and Phillip Allen Sadler.
Cadiz; Mrs. Carol A. Pritchard,
Hamlin;
William W. Bland, Ms. Sandra
Jan Miller and baby boy and Miss
Brooke Janae Floyd, all of Benton;
Mrs. Willie N. Kesterson and
Miss Candle L. Adams, Mayfield;
Ted Ray Wilkerson, Farmington;

Mrs. Roberta Ward, Mrs. Pauline
M. Norsworthy, Mrs. Barbara Ann
Dun-, Miss Mia Dashawn Thomas,
Tyquan Deavaun Brown, Mrs.
Tina Lynn Andrews, Ms. Angela
Gail, Williams and Scott C. Farley, all of Murray.

Jamie Stinnett, Keith Thornton,
Andrew Todd, Brian Tucker, Logan
Walker, Trevor Webb, Jay Wyatt and
Sarah Yeatts.

Eighth Grade
All As
JoAnna Anderson, Serena Bnuain.
Lucas Carter, Stephanie Craig, Meagan Hall, Mitchell McClure, Bobby
Potts, Kyle Starks and Heidi van
Ameringen.

All As and Bs
Christina Barrett, Stacey Boggess,
Robert Brumley, Sara Bryant, Brent
Burchett, Rebecca Cripps. Stephanie
Dambra, Amanda D'Angelo, Brandon
Elkins, Nicole Erwin, Erin Farrell,
Gina Fielder, Bryan Furches, John Galloway, Chelsie Gardner, Matthew Gin-

Local senior citizens
to sponsor contest
The Murray-Calloway County 'number of limericks a person
Senior Citizens Center will spon- submits, but they do have to be
sor a Limericks Contest for any- original.
one 60 years of age and over.
The winner will be announced
Teri Cobb, activities director. March 10 at 11:30 a.m. at the
said "after reading some limer- center. First place winner will
icks which were submitted as • receive $15 with the runner-up
part of a contest in a 1995 issue receiving $10.
of Reminisce magazine, we
All submitted limericks will
thought it would be fun to hold be published in the senior citiour own contest."
zens newsletter, "Citizens With
To enter, send your original Seniority."
limericks, along with your name,
Cobb said a sample limerick
address and phone number to: taken from the January 1995 issue
Senior Citizens Center, 607 P9plar of Reminisce is "There once was
St., Suite 105, Murray, KY 42071, a man from St. Paul, who moaned
attn: Limericks Contest; or bring about being so tall. At night in
them by the office between the his bed, was his body and head.
hours of 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., His feet had to sleep in the
Monday through Friday.
hall."
Entries will be received until
For information call the cenFeb. 26.
ter at 753-0929. Senior Citizens
There will be no limit to the is a United Way agency.

KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN

7410 TEO
'99 Prom Gowns
In-Stock
Special Orders Available
117 East Legion Drive • Princeton, KY • 365-0145
Mon.-Fri. 3-7:30 p.m.• Sat. 9-5

DGER

CALL 753-1916
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AVEDAO CONCEPT SALON
You are invited to try all of our services!
Facials:
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Collectiblus

10-5

LOSE 30 LBS. IN 10 WEEKS
IF YOU WEIGH
200
190
180
170
160
150
140

YOU WILL WEIGH
170
160
160
140
130
120
110

•

Any service above $30.00 may be purchased in
a series of5 and have a 10% discount applied.

Simple Pleasures*

$45.00

Aroma Steam, Half Hour Massage, Express
Facial
$10.00

Mom's Morning Getaway*. $60.00

Massage Therapy:
Half-Hour
One Hour
One & One Half Hours
Chair Massage
Herbal Body Wrap
Salt Glow
Reflexology
Craniosacral

$25.00
$40.00
$60.00
$1.00 per min.
$70.00
$65.00
$30.00
$40.00

Aroma Steam, Half Hour Massage. Basic
Facial, Paraffin Treatment for Hands

Take Me Away*

$8.0_00

Aroma Steam, One Hour Massage, Basic
Facial, Paraffin Treatment for Hands, Paraffin
Treatment for Feet

Smooth Delights* . . . . $125.00

Sugaring:

Nancy
Allen
lost
63 lbs.
and
92
inches

•

•

20 Minute Session

We Can Help You Be A
New and Thinner You!

en
.or
Hy

Series and Package Promotions
$15.00
$25.00
$40.00
.$50.00
$10.00

Aroma Steam Therapy:

tilt

406 South 12th Street. Murray. Kentucky
759-5000
\

-

Express
Basic
Seaweed
Essential Layer
Make-Up Application

tar

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INC

[11,
in
to
'St
21

gles, Stephanie Gorrell,
Kimberly Griffen, Ashlee Gupton,
Eric Hamilton. Ashlee Hannon. Kayla
Henson, Kera Henson, Clint Johnson, Kevin Johnson, Nathan Jones, Ben
Keller. Henry Kobraei, Brittany Lamb,
Patrick Lynn. Jennifer Mattson,
Matthew McCuiston. Amy McKnight,
Brandi Melvin. Bryan Miller,
Lynsey Miller. Nicole Miller.
Matthew Morris. Kelly Ovirbey,
Christopher Owen. Justin Owen, Felisha Prescott, Chad Pritchett, Chance
Randolph, Kenneth Scott, Michael
Stanger. Kristen Strode. Brian Talley, Deanna Talley. April Thomason.
John Wall, Angela Warren, Eric Werner. Carley Williams and Summer
Williams. '

Eyebrow Arch
Upper Lip
Chin
Under Arm Area
Half Leg
Whole Leg
Bikini Line
Men's Back

$10.00
$7.00
$7.00
$15.00
$30.00
$50.00
$15.00
$35.00

Candling
$10.00
Paraffin Treatment
$8.00
*Paraffin treatmentsfor hands orfeet may be
added to any treatmentfor only $5.00._

Aroma Steam. Choice of Herbal Body Wrap,
Salt Glow, Essential Layer Facial, Paraffin
Treatment for Hands, Paraffin Treatment for
Feet

Pure Bliss*

$195.00

Aroma Steam, Salt Glow. One Hour Massage,
Essential Layer Facial, Paraffin Treatment for
Hands, Reflexology Treatment, Paraffin
Treatment for Feet
*No substitutions please

•Nailtiques • OPI

FREE CONSULTATION
CALL NOW

Expiration dates will be strictly observed.
If yvu forget to bring your gift certificate, we will be happy
to reschedule your appointment.

767-0780

No cash refunds

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY

1406A N. 12th Street • The Village (next to Cain's)

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS

-A

305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray

171
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Spring clothing trends seem to be
moving in a casual direction for career
dressing. Cotton knit sets and ankle
length skirts are among some of the
top contenders.
Separate knit tops with three quarter
length sleeves in silks, cottons and
rayon blends will be seen also.
Slinky fabrics that drape the body in
tunic tops, jacketsvpants, jumpers and
.
‘skirts are flattering on everyone.. The
key is to be sure to get the right size so
that the fabric drapes to the body and
doesn't cling. It is actually a very slimming look.
Novelty sweaters and vests paired
with drawstring pants and shorts are
great for career or casual looks.
We are still seeing lime greens, periwinkle and hot pinks along with this
season's pastels.
Dress and skirt lengths can be at the
ankle, right above the knee or the
newest look which is below the knee at
about 2fi inches to 27 inches.
This length is being worn by a lot of
junior customers and those who follow
the newest trends.
A lot of 50's retro looks are also being h
shown- shirt tails, not tucked, rolled
I
up blue jeans and the peddle pushers or
clam digger pant along with the capri
pant which hit at the ankle.
Look for lots of embellishments on
sweaters and tops, like pearls and little
rhinestones or beads.
Another fashion trend is the utility'
look- cargo pants and tops with pockets to resemble workers who wear
these type uniforms.
Illusion necklaces, small dainty earrings, straw bags, and hats are hot
items for spring, also butterflies, dragonflies in everything.
We are receiving fabulous new spring
merchandise every day.
Tyler Boe is another line by Telluride.
It is a more contemporary updated
look for any age group. We just
received this on Monday - come in
and check it out.
Coat dresses, suits, jumpers and twin
sets are here to get your spring off to a
good start.
Tommy Bahama sportswear is also
here in wonderful fabrics from dresses
to jumpers to pant sets with sandals to
match. Great for cruises or spring
break.
Be sure to check out all of the unbelievable winter bargains. Lots of sizes
still left.
Congratulations to Vicky Holton who
won the aromatherapy candle at lunch
on Friday.
Try to join us, we have a great time
each week.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion I t nt

4-1C.ITItT
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Brand to benefit Graves grads
"There's a little way about you
that's very very dear
A little way that makes folks
always glad to have you near
That brings a smile to welcome
you a smile when you depart
And that little ,way about you
has endeared you to my heart."
These faded words were found
on a worn yellowed page as a
personal message written in the
1920s to Mary Lou Vincent Brand,
a Graves County native who died
last January at the age of 90.
Upon her death, she extended
a tangible token of her deep love
and appreciation of education to
all Graves County High School
students.
She left her residual estate as
an endowment, in excess of
$200,000, to Murray State University to establish a scholarship
for students from Graves County
who will attend Murray State University.
This scholarship will be called
the Daisy and Bob Vincent and
Mary Lou Vincent Brand Memorial Scholarship, named after
Brand's parents and herself.
The scholarship will assist
Graves County High School students pursuing an education at MSU
to prepare them for 'a career.
Brand's 75-year-old scrapbook
is part of her residual estate left
to. Murray State University.
Brand began her college edu-

),D

•
•

Winkler serves as show consultant

Pictured are (back row, from left) Bob Miller, superintendent of Graves County Schools; Ward Bushart, principal
of
Graves County High School; and Tim Miller, director of the
Murray State University Foundation and coordinator
of
planned giving for the MSU development office; (front row,
from left) Maxine Mason and L.M. Tipton Reed, co-exec
utors of the Brand estate.
cation in the first class of Murray State Normal School in 1923.
The school occupied four rooms
and the auditorium on the first
floor of the former Murray High
School building, located at 801
Main in Murray.
According to a "50th Anniversary of The First Day at Murray
State" brochure left in Brand's
personal memoirs, the class con-

You Stall
(t...We
Haul (t!
McCLARD'S
TOWING
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

sisted of 202 students, 67 men
and 135 women. The Normal
School Library had two books the Holy Bible and Webster's
Unabridged Dictionary.
A native of .Lynnville, Brand
taught fifth and sixth grades for
28 years.
After receiving her teaching certificate from Murray State in 1925,
she moved to Weakley County,
Tenn., and taught school for three
years.
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In 1936, she received a bachelor's degree from Wayne S tate University in Dearborn, Mich., and a
master's degree in 1942. ‘Vhile in
Michigan she taught for 2.5 years
at the Henry Ford School until
1952 when she retired.
After retiring from the Dearborn public school system, she
moved home to Graves County
and married Sen. George iBrand,
who predeceased her.
During henetirement years, she
became actively involved in the Historical Society, the AAUW, the
Graves County Retired Teachers
Association,
Confederate
the
Women's Club, Mayfield's American Association of University of
Women and the Mayfield Woman's
Club.
Maxine Mason, a cousi it of
Brand who characterized their relationship as that of sisters, described
Brand's bubbly personality.
"She was a very intelligent person who was outgoing and loved
people," she said. "Her life was
always active. She traveled the
world twice. The first trip on the
Queen Elizabeth I was while she
lived in Michigan and she made
her second trip on the Queen El izabeth II while living in Mayfield."
Leigh Perry, assistant director
of development at MSU, outlined
some of the guidelines of the
scholarship. "Mrs. Brand's swishcs
were that recipients of the schc•larship be full-time students at Mu-ray State University and graduates
of Graves County High School.
Recipients will be selected by a
committee," she said. "We are very
honored that Mrs. Brand chose t•D
provide for the future of MSU
and Graves County High School
students through this generou:-;
bequest. We are just disappointed
that we were not able to thank
her in person."
Perry said Brand's request to
create thisscholarship was not made
known prior to her death.
"Had she notified us of her
intention, we would have welcomed her into the Heritage Society, an organization that recognizes those alumni and friends who
have provided for the future of
Murray State University through
a will or other planned gift," Perry
said. "The society is available to
all alumni and friends who have
committed a planned gift to Murray State University."

LONDON (AP) — Henry Winkler gave, the thumbs up Tuesday to a stage version of his leather-clad king of '50s cool.
"Hey, he's sensational," Winkler said of South African actor
Craig Urbani, who plays Arthur "The Fonz" Fonzarelli in a musical based on "Happy Days."
Winkler is a creative consultant to the show, which opens
Wednesday. He wasn't interested in recreating the role himself.
"I can dance, but I can't sing," he said. "That would be killing,
to hear me sing."
Songs like "Rock Around the Clock" and "See You Later Alligator" are woven into the "Happy Days" plot, along with the
show's theme song.
•

Activists protest shooting of film

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Protesters heckled Thailand's
forestry chief for allowing the shooting of a Leonardo DiCaprio
movie on a protected beach.
Several activists showed up Monday at the headquarters of the
forestry department and heckled Plodprasop Suraswadi as he was
making a speech. Plodprasop told. the hecklers they should leave
the matter to the courts and stop "treating me like an animal,"
the Bangkok Post quoted him as saying.
Several of Plodprasop's employees tried to attack the activists
but were restrained by some of their colleagues.
Environmentalists are suing Plodprasop, claiming the 20th Century Fox production is spoiling Phi Island's fragile ecosystem. The
filmmakers deny it.

Magic act marks 4,000
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Siegfried and Roy, who were warned 28
years ago that a magic act 'would never work in Las Vegas, have
marked their 4,000th performance at the Mirage.
The two have performed before 6 million people at the hotel-'
casino since they opened in 1990, according to spokesman Frank
Lieberman. Their show has grossed $500 million, he said.
The illusionists, natives of Germany who met while working
on a cruise ship, started performing in Las Vegas in 1971.

Ford's name to remain
EAST GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.(AP) — Former President Ford's
name will remain on the welcome signs of his hometown, after
all.
City officials announced a plan last month to remove the Ford
reference because he hadn't lived here in more than. 20 years.
But the city commission had no idea there would so much
opposition and reversed itself Monday.
"As thoughtful as this group has been, we all blew it
this
one," Commissioner David Lawless said. "I'M glad we have this
opportunity to put that welcome feature back on."
Ford lived in East Grand Rapids as a -child and owned a home
there until 1977. He represented the Grand Rapids area in Congress for 25 years.
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• FREE DISH NETWORK DIUTAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM
/QomLI)
Requires a 1-year programming commitment

YOU'LL ENJOY

I

•No more lease payments — YOU OWN IT!
•Improved Programming Values
—No Rate Increase Guaranteed—
•Over 300 crystal-clear, digital channels available
•Smaller, 18" dish antenna
•On-screen interactive Program Guide
•Pay-Per-View movies starting at only $2.99/ea.
Hundreds of programming options, including Sports, Movies, Music and
International programming.
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Barbie turns 40 in March
NEW YORK (AP) — Can it
be that Barbie — with her perfect figure, big smile and long list
of careers — is having a mid-life
crisis?
The world's most famous blonde
is turning 40 in March, and like
many of her middle-aged peers,
she's trying to reinvent herself:
Barbie in 1999 will have a tattoo
and hang out with friends who
have nose rings.
"Barbie just isn't as cool as
she used to be," said Marianne
Szymagski, editor of Toy Tips
magazine in Milwaukee. "But she's
working hard to get back in with
the cool crowd."
Barbie has been ageless since
she hit store shelves in 1959,
always fit and turn with the ideal
body, hair and of course, bust line.
Mattel Inc. isn't even calling
this a birthday, but rather an
anniversary of the world's bestknown and best-selling doll. About
$2 billion worth of Barbie dolls
and accessories are sold each year.
But big sales in the past aren't
guarantees for the future. ,
"Kids are changing their tastes.
They just don't play with dolls

as much anymore or they stop
playing with dolls at a much earlier age," said Eric Johnson, a
professor at Vanderbilt University's Owen Graduate School of
Management in Nashville, Tenn.
"Of course, this is making Barbie
nervous."
Look at Missy Schmidt of New
York. At age 8, playtime consists
mostly of computer games and
dressing up with makeup and hair
accessories. Barbie only comes out
when she's with a younger friend
or cousin.
"Barbie is fun sometimes, but
1 have a lot of other things I like
to play with more," said Schmidt,
during a recent trip to Toys R Us
in New York.
But Barbie isn't retreating to
her Dream House to soothe her
woes. A veteran of more than 75
careers in the past 40 years, Barbie is once again recreating herself.
Just last year, a few dolls in
the Barbie line were transformed
with bodies that better resembled
the average woman, with smaller
breasts and a more realistic shape.
Now, as Barbie turns 40, her

For the first time, Barbie dolls
will be paired with CD-ROMs.
New for 1999 is Working Woman
Barbie, who comes with a play
laptop and cell phone, as well as
a real CD-ROM that allows a child
to create her own business cards
and stationary.
"We want Barbie to represent
a lifestyle brand for girls, not just
a brand of toys," said Anne Parducci, senior vice president of Barbie marketing for El Segundo,
Calif.-based Mattel. "We want to
make sure we capture girls in the
many ways they are spending their
time now and in the future."

Cohabitation erodes marriage solidity?
NEW YORK (AP) — A growing body of research has found
that contrary to popular belief,
people who live together before
marriage are more likely than other
couples to divorce.
According to a report released
this week from the National Marriage Project at Rutgers University, studies done over the past
decade found the same connection
between living together before marriage and splitting up after.
The hot question for marriage
and family sociologists these days
is why.
Many researchers believe the
reason is partly that people who
live together are more unconventional to begin with and are less
committed to the institution of
marriage and more open to the
possibility of divorce.
The authors of the latest report

suspect something more insidious in 1992 and based on
figures from
— that living together slowly erodes the National Survey
of Families
people's ability to commit and and Households,
found that coutheir faith in the institution of ples who lived
together before
marriage.
marriage are 46 percent more like"You get into a pattern that works ly to see their marriages
dissolve.
against having a long-term, comOther sociologists say the
mitted relationship," said Barbara increase in
unmarried people livWhitehead, co-director of the ing together is only
part of a much
National Marriage Project.
larger phenomenon — the decreasThe project is nonpartisan but ing centrality
of marriage. They
is funded by mainly conservative, say
living together may in fact
traditional family foundations.
help root but poor relationships
Among the recent studies on that would otherwise
have become
cohabitation and marriage was one unhappy marriages.
released in 1997 by the National
Larry Bumpass, director of the
Center for Health Statistics. It National Survey,
which is based
showed that 27 percent of women
at the University of Wisconsin,
who lived with someone before
noted that the divorce rate has
getting married ended up divorced stabilized since
1980, while the
within five years. Ten percent of rate of cohabitation
has shot up.
women who never lived with a
"If cohabitation was causing an
boyfriend saw their marriages dis- increase in divorce,
you would
solve in the same period.
have expected the divorce rate to
Another study, which was done
accelerate, but it's not," he said.
"To lay everything on the doorstep
of cohabitation is to fail to recognize the dramatic change .that
is occurring in the way marriage
is viewed."

Blood pressure-thinking
study, research differ
CHICAGO (AP) — Contrary
to previous research, a new study
found no direct link between high
blood pressure and a decline in
thinking ability as people age.
"I'd hoped to find a really compelling relationship here, but ...
we just have very little information about what people can do to
protect (themselves) from loss of
their cognitivi function," said the
lead researcher, Dr. Robert J. Glynn
of Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston.
He emphasized that controlling
blood pressure is still vital to prevent heart disease and strokes, and
that hypertension is often undertreated in the elderly.
The study is reported in Wednesday's Journal of the American
Medical Association. It involved
more than 2,000 people over age
65 who had undergone tests of blood

pressure and thinking ability at
three-year intervals over a period
of nine years beginning in 197374.
Dr. Richard J. Havlik of the
National Institute on Aging, who
researched one of the previous
studies but who was not involved
in the new work, said it doesn't
necessarily contradict past find_ .
ings.
Havlik said the impact of high
blood pressure on mental functioning may not be apparent unless
measured over all of adulthood.
The new work may have measured thinking ability too late in
the subjects' lives to show much
effect, Havlik said.
Also, he said, recent findings
from Europe suggest that people
who are treated for high blood
pressure have smaller declines in
mental functioning as they age
than those who are not.

Blue,car-size meteor
lights up Western sky
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
meteor that may have been as big
as a Volkswagen streaked across
the Western sky Tuesday morning, startling people from Las Vegas
to San Francisco.
The mysterious light was
described by one caller to a San
Francisco radio station as "bright
and blue and really fantastic." It
was seen for about five seconds
around 6 a.m.
"You'll see a few of these bright
ones in your lifetime," said Jay
Goguin, an astronomer at the NASA
Infrared Telescope Facility in
Hawaii.

710 Main St. • Murray
Please join its in wishing James Tallent a "Happy
Retirement!" Mr. Tallent retired Jan. 31st from the
Murray Wal-Mart, after 26 years of service to the
Murray Big K!Wal-Mart stores.
An in-store reception will be held Thursday,
Feb. 4from 1-3 p.m. Light refreshments
will be served.

For Snort News Read The Ledger & Times

Date: Saturday,February 6th Time: 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Location: Children's Department at JCPenney
Join us for the fun....Refreshments, Giveaways and Special Activities
for Infants and Toddlers.
And register to win a $1,000 Baby Shower* and other door prizes!
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The blue, green or yellow light
from meteors is generated when
the atmosphere's gases are heated
by the impact of the flying rock,
pieces of which break off and get
vaporized as they travel as fast
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$50 MINIMUM PURCHASE

$5 off $50 purchase. Good only Sat. 2/6/99 from 9 a.m.-11 a.m.
at participating stores.

CALL 753-1916

Visit JCPenney on the internet at www.jcpenney.com

FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs

—

BURKEEN

r

EPenney

Bookkeeping & Tax Service
753-6730 or
753-9567 Ext. 106

at the

It's a Baby Shower!

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

— 1300lwood Drive,
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Sunday, February 7, 1999
from2 to 4 p.m.

PENNEY-Sf fr oiñ fi E AV E N

-The things that reach the ground
are small meteorites like grains of
sand. But when they're big and
bright like this, they're .probably
the size of a basketball or bigger
... up to (the size of) a small car,
depending on how bright it was,"
said Goguin, who didn't see the
light himself.
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You, the community,
are cordially invited to a....

look turns decidedly younger.
Among the dolls Mattel is showcasing at next week's American
International Toy Fair is a line of
hip Generation Girls, which
includes a doll with a nose ring,
and Butterfly Art Barbie, with a
butterfly tattoo on her stomach.
She's also plunging even deeper into the high-tech world. There
won't be a pink Barbie computer
on the market anytime soon, but
Barbie is expanding her interactive offerings with seven new titles
this year.
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01999, J.C. Penney Company, Inc.
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CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(502)759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m. — Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m.
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Lady Tigers 55, Fl

Murray
Fulton City
Murray — Greene 25,
8, Ray 7, Edwards 1, A
FG: 17-36 3-point FG:
Dunn 2) FT: 16-27.
Record: 16-6.
Fulton City'— Smith 2
Bard 5, Hartz 3, Walke
Garland, Johnson FG
FG: 5-14 (A Smith 3, E
5-12 Rebounds: 22 RI
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Racers do inside
job on EKU, 81-66;
Home streak at 40

Padres stun
Vaughn with
trade to
Cincinnati

that, we will win."
By SCOTT NANNEY
Murray's outside game, well docuStaff Writer
Tevester Anderson knows the advan- mented in the past, was somewhere other
tages of a versatile basketball team, and than on the RSEC floor Tuesday night.
With starting point guard Aubrey Reese
he wasn't afraid to utilize that Tuesday
battling a touch of the flu, the Racers
night.
With the normally efficient Racers (21-2, 13-0 OVC) were sick from the
struggling from outside much of the perimeter too -- connecting on just 6night, Anderson went to one of his of-27 3-pointers against a pesky Colonel
zone.
squad's strengths -- its inside game.
"We were hoping to go inside early
Enter center Duane Virgil.
The 6-9 senior scored 16 of his 20 in the first half, but we couldn't get
points in the second half, including 12 the ball in the lane," said Anderson.
in the half's first 7-1/2 minutes, to lift "That opened up the outside, and we're
Murray State to an 81-66 Ohio Valley naturally going to take those shots ...
Conference triumph over Eastern Ken- We had some good looks, but they just
tucky at the Regional Special Events weren't going in."
Battling the Colonels' 2-3 zone, the
Center.
The victory extended the Racers' Racers didn't find the basket until Rod
nation-leading homecourt winning streak Murray's dunk at the 16:15 mark tied
the game at 2.
to 40.
MSU managed to build a 15-10 lead
"Duane Virgil played aggressive
tonight," said Anderson, in his first year
at the Racer helm. "He was very effec- • See Page 11A
tive in the low post."
Virgil said getting the Racers' inside
game working was a key to the win.
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
"Our inside game is very good," he
said. "Coach (Anderson) likes to put Murray State's Aubrey Reese puts
the ball inside. We're a good outside up a shot in the paint against
shooting team, but we have to establish Eastern Kentucky's Warren Stukes
ourselves on the inside. When we do Tuesday night.

NFL Hall of
Fame running
back Payton needs
liver transplant

I

By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
ROSEMONT, Ill. (AP) — Walter Payton ran the football with no fear. With a dashing style and incomparable flair, he could crash into a defender and run over
him or just as easily juke him and go around.
He became the leading rusher in NFL history because
he ran with such abandon and because, for 13 years,
he was one of the most durable players — at any position — to ever put on a uniform.
Now the man they call "Sweetness" faces a crisis
much more formidable than any football game that ever'
cOnfronted-Iiirti- with tht Chicago Beat, Ta challenge
much gi-eater than any defense that ever tried to contain him.
He needs a liver transplant to live.
"He's the greatest football player I've ever seen at
any position." said Saints coach Mike Ditka, who coached
Payton in Chicago.
"If anybody can beat this thing, it's Walter. I'd like
to see when he gets the transplant and gets on level
ground."
Payton. 44. has a rare liver disease, and in his current condition would have, on average, two years to
live without a transplant, his doctor .said.
The Hall of Famer appeared gaunt and frail at a
recent news conference where his son announced he
would play football at the University of Miami. So Payton called a news conference of his own to get his condition out in the open and curtail rumors.
Payton was composed until the very end when asked
if he had a message for his legion of fans. Then the
emotions came out.
"To the people that really care about me, just continue praying," Payton said, choking up.

Lakers persevere for
district win over CFS
Patterson returns
in 52-44 victory
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
This was more like what Ron
Greene wanted to see from his team.
One night after a loss to Fulton City in which Calloway County attempted only one free throw,
the Lakers took the time to work
the ball inside against Christian
Fellowship Tuesday.
As a result. Calloway was 18
of 23 at the free throw line, and
while the Lakers were 0-for-13 from
3-point range. their effort was still
enough for a 52-44 Fourth District win over CFS at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

"After last night I was afraid Greene said. He gives us anothwe would be down, but I was er shooting guard. Just his presglad to see us respond to the chal- ence out there gave us confidence.
lenge," Greene said as his team He's not at full strength. but he
improved to 11-9 on the year and says his knee feels pretty good
2-2 in district play.
right now."
"We're obviously excited that we
For the second straight night,
were able to win because Christ- the contest came down to the final
ian Fellowship is a veteran team minute. With Calloway leading 46and they played pretty smart," 41, CFS' Josh Gibson canned his
Greene added. "They were patient fourth 3-pointer of the night to bring
offensively, and the game went the Eagles to within 46-44 with
about the way I expected."
33 seconds remaining.
Greene was also encouraged by
return of senior guard Payton Pat- • See Page 11A
terson, once thought lost for the
season because of a knee injury.
Though noticeably slowed, PatterMARK YOUNG/Ledger photo
son did manage to contribute two Calloway's
Brady
Harris
points.
moves into the lane Tuesday
"Payton knows where to be.
night against OFS.
and hopefully he can get stronger."

By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — Ken
Caminiti. Steve Finley. Kevin
Brown. Joey Hamilton. As the list
of departed San Diego Padres
grew, outfielder Greg Vaughn grew
a little more curious about what
was going on with the defending
NL champions.
Still, he was shocked when he
learned Tuesday he is the latest
to go.
The Padres traded Vaughn and
pinch-hit specialist Mark Sweeney
to the Cincinnati Reds for ofteninjured outfielder Reggie Sanders
and two minor leaguers. Vaughn,
who set a club record by hitting
50 homers last season, can't comprehend the Marlinesque move.
"I just came from the dentist.
I thought they'd slipped me something, that it wasn't real," Vaughn
said. "I had to pinch the other
side of my mouth to make sure
I wasn't dreaming."
Vaughn is wondering about the
franchise's direction.
"I think all the players were
misled," Vaughn said.

Lady Racers
pull off 77-55
upset of EKU
made a dent in the Murray lead,
but still trailed 37-25 entering the
halftime break.
"We were able to push the ball
up the floor and we never gave
them a chance to get in a defensive set," said Fields. "I think we
got some good looks at the basket."
Eastern cut the Murray advantage to 10 points eight times in
'the first 10_minutes of the second- half, and once cut the-Tead
to just eight (51-43).
But the Lady Racers hung tough
and put the game away with a
decisive 10-0 run.
"Even when they made their
runs, we had confidence in what
we were doing," Fields noted.
"Our confidence has gotten a lot
higher in the last several games."
The Lady Racers would take
their biggest lead of the game - 25 points -- on a 3-pointer by
former Calloway County standout
Farrah Beach with 1:13 remaining for a 76-51 advantage.
Heather Bates led Murray with
20 points while Coltharp had 16
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo
and Monika Gadson added 13.
Murray State's Heather Bates
The Lady Colonels were led
dribbles away from a trio of by Sizemore's 14 points while
Eastern Kentucky players.
Susan Hatcher poured in 10.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The Murray State Lady Racers are finding out that hard work
really does pay off.
MSU (7-14, 6-7 OVC) built a
big lead early and never let up
in pounding a solid Eastern Kentucky squad 77-55 Tuesday evening
at the Regional Special Events Center.
"All of our kids did a great
job tonight," said Lady Racer head
coach Eddie Fields. "We executed our offense well and took care
of the boards ... That's really all
you can ask."
Murray blitzed the Lady
Colonels with a 15-4 run in the
first 5-1/2 minutes of the contest.
After a jumg.er by Charlotte
Sizemore, the Lady Racers put
together another scoring run (122) to push the lead to 27-10 on
a pair of free throws by Shana
Sieve at the 8:26 maYk of the
first half.
Eastern Kentucky (11-9, 8-5)

Murray splits
doubleheader at
Fulton Tuesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FULTON, Ky.' -- Murray split a doubleheader at
Fulton City Tuesday night, with the Lady Tigers
winning 55-46 and the MHS boys falling 84-44.
In the girls' contest, Murray (16-6) led 14-8 after
one quarter, but Fulton (6-14) trailed only 22-21 at
halftime and 38-37 after three. A 17-9 scoring edge
in the fourth propelled Murray to the win.
Murray's Becky Greene Fed all scorers with 25
points, including three 3-pointers. Ashley Dunn added
14 for the Lady Tigers, who shot 17 of 36 from
the field, 5-of-13 from 3-point range and 16 of 27
at the free throw line. MHS owned a 23-22 rebounding edge.
Angie Smith led Fulton with 20 points while Ty
Brown added 13. Thc.Lady Bulldogs were 18 of 56
from the field, 5-of-14 from 3-point range and 5-of• See Page 11A

Fulton City 84,
Murray

Fulton City
Murray — Foster 17,
Garland 7, Smith 5, Wc
3, Prince 1, Dunca
Kelleher, Masthay. FG
3 (Compton, T. Garlan
7. Rebounds: NA. Rec
Fulton City
MitchE
Ferrell 10, Fly 9, Pettic
Rose 3, Johnson 2, Ma
Paitsel, Tillman. FG: 3.
(Ross 2, Mitchell, Ferr
FT: 12-18. Rebounds:

10.

111Murri
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12 at the free thro,
"We started off
in the first quarter
pretty well; we could
ed our lead but we
free throws," said Lac
Rechelle Cadwell.
Murray hosts Ca
ty Friday night at t
in the first game o
Fourth District clout

Boys
Fulton City 84,
The boys' contes
early as Fulton City
a 23-2 lead after oi
The Bulldogs ma
advantage at halftim
after three quarters
outscored Murray (1
the fourth to win b‘
Markise Foster
only double-digit si
17 points. The Tige
7 at the free throw
Ben Mitchell led
29 points while ROI
14 and Aaron Ferr
Bulldogs were 12
free throw line.
Murray faces Call
Friday night.
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Lady Tigers 55, Fulton City 46

ELakers...

Murray
14 22 38- 55
Fulton City
8 21 37- 46
Murray - Greene 25, Dunn 14, Lawson
8, Ray 7, Edwards 1, Alexander, Starks_
FG: 17-36. 3-point FG: 5-13 (Greene 3,
Dunn 2) FT: 16-27. Rebounds: 23
Record: 16-6.
Fulton City'- Smith 20, T. Brown 13,
Bard 5, Hartz 3, Walker 3, V. Brown 2,
Garland, Johnson. FG: 18-56. 3-point
FG: 5-14 (A. Smith 3, Bard, Hartz) FT:
5-12. Rebounds: 22 Record: 6-14

From

Lakers 52, CFS 44

Fulton City 84, Tigers 44
Murray
2 14 34-- 44
Fulton City
23 35 56- 84
Murray - Foster 17, Compton 7, T.
Garland 7, Smith 5, Workman 4, Villaflor
3, Prince 1, Duncan, J. Garland,
Kelleher, Masthay. FG: 18. 3-point FG:
3 (Compton, T. Garland, Foster. FT: 57. Rebounds: NA. Record: 1-18.
Fulton City -- Mitchell 29, Ross 14,
Ferrell 10, Fly 9, -Pettigrew 9, Wright 4,
Rose 3, Johnson 2, Maze 2, Yamuchi 2,
Paitsel, Tillman. FG: 33. 3-point FG: 6
(Ross 2, Mitchell, Ferrell, Fly, Wright).
FT: 12-18. Rebounds: NA. Record: 1010.

Murray...
From

Page 10A

Page 10A

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

STATE CHAMPS: The Murray High School cheerleaders captured first place in the AllA state cheerleader competition, for squads whose teams were competing in the All-A
state tournament. They were judged throughout the entire game for sidelines, floor
cheers, spirit and enthusiasm. Team members are (front, from left) Ashley Futrell, Stacie
Bogard, Jennifer King, Suzanne Chandler. Lane Dennison; (middle, from left) Laura Lee
Hoover, Brittany Overby, Amberly Futrell, Constance Carter, Jennifer Delancey; (back,
from left) Jessie Radke, Mallory Cathey, Aubri Stroud and Jenny Colson. Not pictured is
Carla Kingins. Coaches are Jill Herndon and Chanon Robinson.

12 at the free throw line.
"We started off shooting well
in the first quarter and played
pretty well; we could have extended our lead but we missed some
free throws," said Lady Tiger coach
From Page 10A
Rechelle Cadwell.
Murray hosts Calloway Counon a pair of free throws by
ty Friday night at the MHS gym Murray
and a dunk by Ray Cunin the first game of a girls/boys ningham, but
saw Eastern score
Fourth District doubleheader at 6. 11 of the next 12
points.
Whitney Robinson, who scored
Boys
a game-high 21 points, capped the
Fulton City 84, Murray 44
scoring run with a 3-pointer as
The boys' contest was decided the Colonels led 21-16 with 7:05
early as Fulton City (10-10) took remaining in the half.
a 23-2 lead after one quarter.
But the Racers quickly tied the
The Bulldogs maintained their score on a 3-pointer by Murray
advantage at halftime (35-14) and and a layup from Reese.
after three quarters (56-34), then
The two teams remained close
outscored Murray (1-18) 28-10 in until MSU made up a one-point
the fourth to win by 40.
deficit (27-28) by scoring seven
Markise Foster was Murray's of the next nine points to close
only double-digit scorer, netting the half.
17 points. The Tigers were 5-ofIsaac Spencer, who saw his
7 at the free throw line.
streak of 30 consecutive games in
Ben Mitchell led Fulton with double figures end, scored four of
29 points while Rod Ross added his eight points in the run and
14 and Aaron Ferrell 10. The Mike Turner added a 3-pointer as
Bulldogs were 12 of 18 at the the Racers led 34-30 at the intermission.
free throw line.
The Colonels stayed within strikMurray faces Calloway County
ing distance for the first seven
Friday night.

ERacers...

But Calloway was up to the
challenge, going 6-for-6 at the free
throw line in the final 29 seconds
to save the win.
"That kid got a three and he's
a great shooter; we left him for
a second and it made it a tough
game for us again," Greene said.
"But tonight we went inside more
and got to the free throw line
more, and we made them count
late in the game."
Gibson hit three 3-pointers in
the first quarter, but with Austin
Wyatt and Ben Underhill scoring
on putbacks, the game was tied
11 at the end of the period.
With Underhill adding seven
more points in the second, Calloway took a 22-17 lead, but threes
from Joe Davis and Jon Sirey
gave CFS a 23-22 advantage before
Patterson converted two free throws
to put the Lakers up 24-23 at
halftime.
The lead continued to swing back
and forth in the third, with each
team holding three-point advantages. A late 6-2 run gave Calloway a 36-35 edge heading into
the fourth.
CFS took its last lead, 37-36,
at the outset of the fourth before

Michael Floyd led the way with
six of his eight points on two
E. KENTUCKY (3-17)
layups and a dunk.
Mattox 4-11 1-4 1-, Myles 2-4 1-2 5, Stukes
"We've got a really good bench."
2-2 1-2 5,-Acuff 7-17 1-5 17, Robinson 5-17
7-8 21, Fitzgerald 1-3 0-0 2, Allison 0-0 0-0 0,
Floyd said. "We know we have
Weir 3-9 0-0 6. Totals 24-63 11-21 66.
to produce when we come into
MURRAY ST.(21-2)
the game
Murray 7-14 3-4 20, Spencer 2-8 4-88, VirI just try to play
gil 9-11 2-3 20. Towns 1-3 0-1 2. Reese 3-11
good defense and do whatever it
2-2 8, Floyd 4-7 0-2 8, Page 0-1 0-0 0, Burtakes (to win)."
dine 1-2 0-0 3, Cunningham 2-4 0-0 4, Gay 13 0-0 2, Turner 2-4 0-0 6. Totals 32-68 11-20
Murray tied Virgil for team
81.
scoring honors with 20 while
Halftime-Murray St. 81, E. Kentucky 66. 3point goals-E. Kentucky 7-14 (Mattox 1-1,
Spencer, Reese and Floyd each
Acuff 2-3, Robinson 4-10). Murray St. 6-27
added eight. The Racers were 32
(Murray 3-8, Spencer 0-2. Towns 0-2, Reese
0-7, Burdine 1-2, Cunningham 0-2, Turner 2of 68 from the floor for 47 per4). Fouled out-Myles. Rebounds-E. Kencent.
tucky 44 (Robinson 10), Murray St. 40 (Floyd
Darius Acuff followed Robin7). Assists-E. Kentucky 11 (Acuff 4), Murray
son's lead with 17 while Darick
St. 22 (Virgil 8). Total louls-E. Kentucky 16,
Murray St. 15. A-4,411.
Mattox added 10. The Colonels
'were 24 of 63 from the field (38
minutes of the second half, but that's percent), including 7-of-14 from
when the Racers flexed their mus- 3-point range. EKU hit 11 of 21
cles.
foul shots and grabbed 44 boards.
A layup by Virgil at the 12:30
The Racers return to OVC action
mark sparked an incredible 15-0 Saturday night at 7:30 at Tenrun by the Racers that pushed the nessee-Martin. The game will be
lead to a whopping 67-45 with the last time Skyhawks head coach
9:18 to go.
Cal Luther will face his former
The MSU bench made a key team. Luther announced his retirecontribution during the run as ment earlier this week.

CFS
11 23 35- 44
Calloway Co.
11 24 36- 52
Calloway Co. - A. Wyatt 19, Underhill
17, Tracy 10, Stubblefield 4, Patterson
2, Harris, Bryant FG: 17-40. 3-point
FG: 0-13. FT: 18-23. Rebounds:
32
(Underhill 11). Record: 11-9
Christian Fellowship
Klatt 14,
Gibson 12, Morrow 6, Joe Davis 5, Sirey
3, Jack Davis 2, Winstead 2, Cope. FG:
17-41. 3-point FG: 6-15 (Gibson 4, Joe
Davis, Sirey). FT: 4-6 Rebounds: 22.
Record: NA.

another Underhill bucket gave Callowty the lead for good.
Wyatt led Calloway with a gamehigh 19 points while Underhill
added 17 and Kyle Tracy 10. The
Lakers were 17 of 40 from the
field and outrebounded CFS 3222, with Underhill grabbing 11
boards.
"Ben and Austin both did a
good job on the boards for us
tonight," Greene said.
Klatt paced Christian Fellowship with 14 points while Gibson
finished with 12. The Eagles were
17 of 41 overall from the field,
6-of-15 from 3-point range and 4of-6 at the free throw line.
Calloway continues Fourth District play Friday night when it
visits Murray.

Murray St. 81, E. Kentucky 66

SCOR-EBOAR
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR
HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King 901 Sycamore

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Tuesdays Scores
EAST
Boston College 81. Seton Hall 66
Georgetown 76, Pittsburgh 58
Manst 63, Rider 47
Michigan St 70. Penn St 68
SOUTH
Fla International 57. W. Kentucky 53
Flonda St 77, South Flonda 66
Morehead SI. 65, Tenn.-Martin 69
Murray St. 81, E. Kentucky 66

753-8355

N Carolina St 51, Georgia Tech 50
South Alabama 79. Arkansas St 73
MIDWEST
E Illinois 74, Austin Peay 70
SE Missoun 61, Tennessee St 54
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 69, Tennessee 52
Oklahoma St 81 Iowa St 72
Texas Southern 69. Praine View 61
FAR WEST
Loyola, Md 96, Denver 92. OT

•Reversible Jackets
•Warmups
•Fleece Separates
•Nylon Windwear
•All-Purpose Jackets

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

NEW HOURS:
9-8 Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844

:01•1•
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Reading series
to present
noted poet

LET US PUT YOu BEHIND
THE WHEEL OF A QUALITY
USED CAR OR TRUCK
1998 GMC 2500 Pickup - St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
$17,995
1998 Silverado Z71 - St. #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles $21,500
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100 miles, fully
$24,400

-Sale Price

1998 Mazda 3000 Ex. Cab 4x4- St. #99076.1. V-6, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.
Reduced $15,986
1998 Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd.- St. #99120.1. PM,P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD,
leather, local one owner
Reduced $18,996
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #99154.1. 4 door, green, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise, cassette, only 24,000
miles
$10,982
1997 Ford F150 XL Club Cab Pickup - St. #98296.5. V-6, auto., PS/PB, P/L, 31,000 miles....
$15,995
1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power
$13,785
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise $11,995
1997 Mustang GT - St. #98377.1. Black, V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, 27,000 miles
$15,492
1997 Chev. S10 Ext. Cab - St. #981231. One owner,6 cyl., only 31,000 miles, factory warranty.
Sale Price $11,940
Was $13,995.00........
miles, excellent
38,500
power,
owner,
only
full
one
Local,
#990471.
Chev.
1997
Tahoe 4 Dr. - St.

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter at 105 East Sycamore
Street, Murray, features some of its animals available for
adoption. They include, from left, a Basset Hound mix, male
adult and a Poodle mix, male, 17 months old, named "Noodles." New hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, and closed
on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

WKRECC to offer four
college scholarships
Four graduating high school seniors will, receive academic scholarships from the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation in 1999.
Each scholarship, valued at $500,
is to be used toward tuition, textbooks and/or required class materials, and is available when the
winner enrolls as a full-time student in the accredited college or
university of his or her choice.
Scholarship awards are payable
directly to the student upon ,adequate proof of enrollment.
West Kentucky RECC makes
college scholarship awards available to graduating high school seniors as a way of helping deserving young people with the expenses of higher education and also
as a means of honoring them for
their academic excellence.

• One award from District 4Marshall and Livingston counties
To be eligible, you must be a
high school senior in good standing and your parent or guardian
must be a member of and receive
electric service from West Kentucky
RECC at their principle place of
residence.
In addition, each scholarship participant must complete an application form, receive a favorable
report from their guidance counselor and a high school teacher,
and agree to abide by the terms
and conditions as specified by West
Kentucky RECC. Financial need
and academic performance will be
important considerations in the
selection process.
If you are interested in applying for West Kentucky RECC's
1999 College Scholarship Program,
contact your high school guidance
A total of four $500 college office for- 4 copy of an applicascholarships (one-time grants) will, tion or you make pick one up at
be awarded as follows:
one of the WKRECC offices.
• One award from District I
For additional questions, you
Calloway County
may contact West Kentucky RECC
• One award from District 2
by calling 502-247-1321 (MayCarlisle and Hickman counties
field), 502-753-5012(Murray), 502• One award from District 3
527-1307 (Benton), or 502-628Graves County
3451 (Bardwell).

condition.

$25,600

Sale Price

Was $28,995.00

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #493. V-6, auto, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy
$12,975

Reduced

1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

•

Reduced

$9,988

1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99077.1. White, V-8, auto., A/C, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise,
Reduced $17,995
27,000 miles
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99098.1. v-8, auto., NC,PM, P/L, tilt & cruise, 34,000
Reduced $17,995
miles, burgandy
Reduced $11,785
1996 Toyota Camry - St. #991761. Local trade, one owner, full power
1996 Dodge 1500 Club Sport - St. #99188.1. V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette...
$15,995
1996 Ford Windstar GL Van - St. #99053.1. Rear NC, V-6, 39,000 miles
$13,955
1996 Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel,- St. #99018.1. Red, auto., P/W,
P/L
$20,995
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE - St. #980901. One owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory warranty,
very nice.
Was $10,995

Sale Price

$8,995

1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St. #99181.1. V-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, P. seats,
leather, local 1 owner
Reduced $14,986
1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., NC,PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, 38,000
miles
$9,995
1995 Chevrolet Ex Cab 1500 4x4 Z71 - St. #99199.1. White, 53,000 miles
$17,995
1995 Chrysler Cirrus LX - St. #99212.5. V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 41,000
miles

WASHINGTON (AP)- More
women are becoming college professors but they get less pay and
fewer promotions, a survey by a

BILLS

1995 Honda Civic - St. #5270. One owner, great gas mileage
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #991851. Local, one owner, full power, only 45,000 miles
$9,485
1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition
$18,985
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full power, nice
Reduced $9,795
1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice
Reduced $7,885
1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., A/C
$9,995
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles, excellent

DEBT

CASH!
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Homeowners Only

$10,495

Sale Price

1995 Dodge Caravan - St. #99037.1. V-6, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 7 passenger seating

\ I hi\\NIDE

$6,995
$10,986

Reduced

1994 Dodge 3500 Cab/Chassis 4WD - St. #99276.1. V-10, auto
1994 Dodge 1500 L.WB ST - S. #99139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise

.FNC Nr, CC,,

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitel
www.nationwidelending.com

Reduced

$7,784

1994 Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St. #98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W,/L, tilt & cruise..
Reduced $7,995
1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup - St. #99086.1. Red, v-8, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt
& cruise
$8,986
1993 Dodge Grand Caravan LE - St. #98295.1. Blue, V-6, auto., NC-, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise
$6,995
1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent
Reduced

-PCC announces
latest dean's list
Joshua Mitchell was recently
named to the dean's list at Paducah
Community College. Students must
have at least a 3.5 grade point average or higher.

university faculty trade group finds.
In 1974-75, women made up
22.5 percent of all U.S. faculty
members. By 1997-98 the percentage had increased to 33.8.
But the study by the American
Association of University Professors indicates that more than half
the women are in lower positions
such as lecturers and instructors,
regardless of the type of institu---tion.\,In 1997-98, women represented 55.6 percent of lecturers, 58.6
percent of instructors and 46.8 percent of assistant professors - the
profession's full-time entry level

position.
But just 18.7 percent of full
professors were women.
The data are based on an annual survey of about 2,500 public
and private college administrators.
The response rate is about 75 percent, researchers said.
Women also are more likely to
work at community colleges, which
generally pay Jess than four-year
colleges and universities.
The report, released Tuesday by
the group, was also published in
the January-February 1999 issue
of Academe, the group's journal.

I NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON

.•
Cooper .

Monday-Friday 7-5

*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
*Free Mount and
Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
I I Industrial Rd.
753-1111

NEW OWNER!
Keith Fain

STORE CLOSING •STORE CLOSING • STORE CLOSING

I Clearance Sale on

gONI all CDs8 Cassettes

condition.
Was $12,495

The Kentucky Division of
Forestry is now taking orders for
tree seedlings for planting this
spring.
According to County Ranger
Ron Talent, now is the time to
begin planning for your spring tree
planting program. '
These seedlings will be lifted
at the nursery and delivered sometime in late March or early April,
depending on the weather.
If you are interested in obtaining tree seedlings for spring planting and wish some information
about them, contact Talent at 7539894 (evenings), or call the Kentucky Division of Forestry Office
in Mayfield at 247-3913.

Women professors' ranks up, but pay is less

872
$785
9:2

condition.
Was $12,495.00

Seedling orders
now being taken

hi
It

$9,900

____

01...

1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo - St. #99191.1. V-8, white, only 54,000 miles, rear wheel drive
Reduced $2,995
All Vehicles Subjoct To Prior Salo

1111 OFF

0

("Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company...)

C5

..--

Pt-Pftt-ief

All Sales Are
Vi Final No Refunds,
No Returns
mil

Store Fixtures
For Sale

CD

11.

Dodge
00,7

'hC

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris. TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

r1

$2-1

110%11K

Plymouth

Jeep.
Dodge

•

2420 E. Wood St..
Paris. TN
CC7
(901)642-3900
CHEVROLET
1-800-325-3229

k0 C R Books B Music

deoTOYOTA

2
fti

CZ)Oldsmobile

•

41111111111IMP

Need to redeem
Gift Certificates
by Feb. 6.

Hwy.641 North • 1/4 Mile North of Wal-Mart
(502) 753-READ (7323)

IPIII9ItI.DJ P135,14 IA111HIP t• Ditl

loaded.
Was $27,495.00

Elizabeth Willis, author of two
books of poems, "The Human
Abstract," which won the prestigious National Poetry Series Award
in 1994, and "Second Law," will
read from her work at Murray
State University's Pogue Library
Feb. 18 as part of the Murray
State Reading Series.
Willis, whose work has appeared
in many poetry journals, received
her doctorate from S.U.N.Y. Buffalo and is currently teaching creative writing and literature at Mills
College in Santa Cruz, Calif., where
she is Distinguished Writer In Residence.
The reading will be at 7:30
pm., and will be followed by a
reception and book signing at the
Faculty Club, Books are available
at the Murray State Bookstore,
and will be available the night of
the reading.
The reading is free and open
to all. For more information, call
(502) 762-4730.

V)
STORE CLOSING •STORE CLOSING •STORE CLOSING
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Jury favors Nesmith over PBS in breach-of-contract suit
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
network of adorable Muppets and
highbrow historical programs owes
ex-Monkee Michael Nesmith nearly $47 million for wrecking his
home video distribution company,
a jury says.
In a decision announced Tuesday, a federal jury rejected a
breach-of-contract lawsuit filed by
the Public Broadcasting Service.
which claimed Nesmith owed the
nonprofit corporation millions of
dollars.
The jury then upheld a counterclaim of fraud, breach of contract and contract interference.
Nesmith's lawyers said.
"It's like catching your grandmother stealing your stereo,"
Nesmith said. "On one hand, you're
happy to get the stereo back. On
the other, you're sad to find out
your grandma's a thief."
The panel decided Monday that
PBS defrauded Nesmith and broke
its contract with his now-defunct
Pacific Arts Corp., which distrib
uted a video library of the network's most popular programs.
"PBS firmly believes that the
facts and the law in the case mer
ited a ruling in our favor and we
are frankly shocked at the verdict
We will vigorously contest the verdict," PBS spokesman Stu Cantor
said.
Nesmith, 56, is best known as
the knit cap- and sideburns-wear
ing member of The Monkees, a
pop group created for a 1960s TV
sitcom.
His company made a deal in
1990 to distribute the PBS Home
Video Line. He licensed the PBS
trademark and obtained home video
rights to dozens of programs from
their producers.
"Pacific Arts spent $8 million
breaking the market, convincing
stores to give up shelf space for
this, putting up kiosks in Wal-Marts
things like that," said Bruce Van
Dalsem, a Nesmith lawyer.
By 1993 the videos were selling well but Nesmith's company
was losing money because of high
costs. He decided to sell the rights
to the accumulated video library,
which could earn up to $15 million and allow him to pay off
royalties and other business debts,
the lawyer said.
PBS agreed in writing to help
him recapitalize the business or,
if that failed, cooperate in slowly
winding it down to avoid disruption, Nesmith said.
However, while meeting with
Nesmith and his staff to reassure
them of the network's good faith.
PBS officials were busy soliciting
a dozen other potential distributors, Nesmith contended..
They also convinced producers
of the shows to terminate distribution contracts with Pacific Arts
en masse on Columbus Day 1993,
a federal holiday, Nesmith said.
The date was chosen because the
courts were closed and Nesmith
would be unable to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection •
save his company, attorney Bruc

Births aided
by fertility
drugs rise
ATLANTA (AP) — The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports that fertilityenhanced births nationwide jumped
25 percent in a year but cautions
that the sharp increase could be
due to better reporting.
"It's premature to draw too
many conclusions about a trend
between last year and this year,"
Dr. Lynne Wilcox, director of the
CDC's Division of Reproductive
Health, said Tuesday.
In the survey, 300 fertility clinics reported that their clients had
14,388 live deliveries from preg
nancies that began in 1996. That's
up from 11,516 reported the year
before by 281 clinics.
The data was included in the
CDC's annual consumer guide to
fertility clinic success rates. It's only
the second time the CDC has
released the report, which was
mandated by Congress.
The CDC said it was too early
to conclude that the number of
women seeking help from fertility clinics is on the rise.
The report does not rank or
grade the clinics since some specialize in more difficult fertility
cases and would naturally have
lower success rates. But it does
include other data such as the
"take-home baby rate," the multiple-birth rate and the number of
embryos each clinic used.
About 38 percent of the deliveries reported in this year's guide
were multiple births. Last year.
that figure was 37 percent.

Van Dalsem said.
When the day came, "it rained
termination notices," he said.
PBS then obtained the video
distribution rights, split them with

Turner Home Entertainment, and
now reaps $27 million per year from
the business, Van Dalsem said.
Later. Nesmith was sued by
PBS, public stations WNET-New

York and WGBH-Boston and by
On Monday, the jury ruled PBS
Children' Television Workshop, must pay the other plaintiffs what
which created "Sesame Street."
Pacific Arts owed them.
He countersued and the cases
Overall, jurors awarded more
went to trial on Jan. 4.
than $14.6 million to Pacific Arts

for the loss of the value of the
video library and nearly $29.3 million in punitive damages. Another $3 million was awarded to
Nesmith personally.

Prices Good
Feb. 3 thru
Feb. 9

L

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

7fram 9ood 70ad

9extue ?cad

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Center
PorkChops

Owen's Best Family Pack

Ground Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg

89

Catfish
Fillets

Lb

s189
Ikir Lb

1/4 Sliced

U.S. Choice Boneless

Whole Boneless

Pork Loin

Shoulder Roast

Pork Loin

Parkay

29

Squeeze

Margarine

Sloppy 18 az

Mazola

Peanut
Butter

Oil

Lb

69

89'

Charmin Ultra or Big Squeeze

Skim Milk

Bath Tissue
$4199

Gal

I

9 Rolls

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke,
Caffeine Free Coke,
Diet Caffeine Free Coke

2 Liter

V

IN-AD-COUPON • EXPIRES FEB. 9, 1999
Redeem Only At Owen's Food Mkt.
MRVOU5.5

Green Giant Pinto, Great Norhern, Red Beans Of

Cheerios

On Any Vanety of

00
4/$

2/$500

HELLMANNS

Hellnnann's®

99

Lucky Charms 14 oz. or

SAVE 55

Blackeye Peas
15 oz

2/s5

2/$3

Kentucky Farms

99

18 az

4•4 SI
,
0,
..

Mayonnaise 3 oz

15 oz.

CONSUMER Limit one coupor per purchase and you must pay al applicable sales I
taxes Vood if coped or transferred Void where prohibeed. taxed or otherwise restncted Cash value 1 /100a Relailer Bestloods w,Il reirnotirse you the lace value of this
coupon plus Be it submrtted in compliance wrth the Bestfoods Redemption Policy Send
coupons fox redemption to Besttoods PO Box 880052 El Paso, Texas 88588-0052

a

Wisk Liquid

$;99
loo oz. v

Detergent
Coke, Diet Coke, Cat free Coke.
Cherry Coke, Diet Cal. Free Coke

$329

Muffin Mix

Joy Dishwashing
4/$ gi 00
6.5 oz.
$

Del Monte

Helper

99

64 oz

Assorted Sizes

3/$400

26-1/2 oz.89
'

Allen's Italian Cut

Green Beans

Sheets

40 ct

1 99

Bounty Big Roll

Paper Towels

38 oz.

Punch

89'
$1 99
99
'

8 pk.

Dressings

8 oz

I

Van Camp

Downey Fabric Softener

Spaghetti Sauce

14.7 oz.

Hellman's Pourable

Betty Crocker Hamburger
4.5-7.6 oz.99
'

Detergent
Sunny Delight Citrus

Minute Maid

Orange Juice

12 pk.

Betty Crocker Specialty

Potatoes

Betty Crocker Corn

$ 1 29
Roll
I

Pork & Beans
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

15 oz.
1/2 Liter 6 pk

$219

Ph.o.cilic2
Owen's Best
Honey

Owen's Best
Storemade

Baked Ham

Ham Salad
239

$399

Owen's Best

BBQ Ribs
$329

Large
Head

Cauliflower
1 29

Roast Beef
$489
Lb

Bananas

3

Owen's Best

BBQ Beef
99

$2

Lb.

E.Thy
5 Lb. Bug Rea

Cheese
$429
Lb

Potatoes

99'

Red or White
Seedless

Grapes
$ 1 39
I

Green

Onions

3/99'

Lbs

Lb.
Oven's Best
Deli

Golden Ripe

Lb.

Medium Yellow

Onions

C
39

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find_

Sale Now
In Progress

Large Group Of
Pictures &
Mirrors
Reduced Up To

Starting At

500/0 off
And More
Jamison. List

NOW
498"

King Size Set Of Ultimate Foam Bedding By
Jamison. 20 Yr. Warranty. Full Size Set
Available For $368.00. List $1099.95

NOW
'648"

Traditional Style Sofa By Hickory Hill. Tight
Back, Lawson Arms, Burgundy, Green &
Gold Stripe Fabric. List $1099.95

NOW
498"

Twin Size Iron Head & Footboard. Ivy Design,
Light Green Textured Finish. Includes Frame.
List $299.95

NOW
168"

7 Pc. Dining Group. Includes 6 Side Chairs
And 1 Rectangular Table With 1-12" Leave.
List $1499.95

NOW
828"

Serpentine Chest By Southern Sand Dune
Finish. List $949.95

NOW
1/2

Twin Size
$1099.95

1-5 Pc. Dining Group. 4 Wicker & Iron Side
Chairs And 1-42" Round Glass Top Table
With Wrought Iron And Wicker Base. List
$999.95.

NOW
578"

Sofa & Loveseat By Hickory Hill. Burgundy,
Green, Navy & Gold Fabric.Camel Back
Style. List $1699.95

NOW
1/2

2 Cushion Denim Sofa By Hickory
Hill.Pleated Arms. Loose Pillow Backs. List
$1099.95

NOW
699"

Queen Size Slatted Sleigh Bed By Lea.
Brown Cherry Finish. King Size Available For
$578.00. List $750.00

NOW
398"

Chair And Ottoman By La-Z-Boy. Dark Green
Fabric. List $899.95

NOW
1/2

1-4 Pc. Bedroom Suite. Includes Queen Size
Rice Carved Bed, Dresser, Mirror And 2 Tall
Nightstands.

Oak Corner Entertainment Center By PetersRevington. List $1599.95
3-Wrought Iron & Glass Lamp Tables. By
Hooker. List $690.00
Black Iron Queen Size Sleigh Bed With
Frame. Gold Accents. By Fashion Bed
Group. List $1050.00
2 Door Cherry Curio By Peters-Revington.
Halogen Light. List $1299.95
Tuxedo Style Sofa. Brushed Cotton
Fabric.Your Choice Of Colors - Olive Or Navy.
List $799.00
Twin Size Bookcase Headboard With Trundle
Storage Unit. Rustic Oak Finish. List $780.00

4141100
Brown Leather Sofa By Fairfield. 8-Way Hand
Tied Construction. Traditional Style. Nailhead
Trim. List $3695.00

NOW
51648'

Twin Size Poster Bed By Lea. Cherry Finish.
Includes Rails. Full Size Available For
$278.00. List $449.95

NOW
5228"

Solid Oak Bedroom By Mobel. Includes
Dresser, Mirror, 2 Nightstands, Poster Bed
And His/Hers Chest. List $6917.00

NOW
1/2

Queen Size Iron Headboard By Lane.lvy
Design. Slightly Damaged. List $885.00

NOW
5368'

NOW
188"Ea.
NOW
'488°°
NOW
568'
NOW
428"

NOW
1/2

3 Pc. Table Group. 2 End Tables And 1
Cocktail Table. Iron Bases With Glass Tops.
List $349.95

NOW
'228°°

Oak Computer Desk By Peters-Revington.
Medium Oak Finish. List $999.95

Camel Back Sofa By Hickory Hill. Bun Feet.
Tan Fabric With Contrasting Pillows. List
$899.95

NOW
1/2

5 Pc. Table & Chair Group. Single Pedestal
Table With Ball & Claw Leg. 4 Side Chairs.
Oak Finish. List $999.95

Traditional Style Sofa By Hickory Hill. SemiAttached Back. Burgundy, Navy & Green
Tapestry Fabric. List $1199.95

NOW
5648'

Twin Size

3 Pc. Wall Unit. Includes Entertainment
Center With 2 Bookcases. White Finish With
Pine Accents. List $2,695.00

NOW
'1495'

Full Size

522 Coil

Siggal

$29995

Queen Size
King Size

NOW
1/2

$499"

Special Price For Sets Only

NOW
'888"
NOW
396"

$299"

Burgundy Leather Genuine La-Z-Boy
Recliner, Discontinued Color. Only 3 Left. List
$1149.95 S

Jamison
Royalty Bedding

NOW
1688"

Starting At

NOW
$328"

NOW
'1887"

Genuine La-Z-Boy
Recliners

NOW
398'

NOW
'799"

NOW
1/2

Iron Bakers Rack With Wood Shelves. List
$750 00

Collector's Cocktail Table By Pulaski. Black
Painted Finish With Red Accents. List
$1050.00

Genuine La-Z-Boy Double Reclining Sofa
With Pull Down Tray. Your Choice Of Fabric.
Multi-Color or Blue. Matching Loveseat
Available. List $1279.00

Entertainment Center By Riverside. Side By
Side Model. TV Area On One Side. Stereo On
Other. Your Choice Brown Cherry Or Oak.
List $1299.95

Ea.

1-8 Pc. Oak Dining Room Suite. 1 -Lighted
China Cabinet, 2 Arm Chairs, 4 Side Chairs
And Pedestal Table. Floor Sample. List
$3995.00

40% Off

Starting At

fa, Chair, and
n With Nailhead
onstruction. All

$7800

All
Accessories

Queen Size
Sleepers

King Hickory Leather
Ottoman. B
Trim. 8-Wa
Leather. List 295.00

Groupl f
End Tables &
Cocktail Tables

2 Drawer 24" File Cabinet. Oak Finish. List
$449.95
Large 2
Lexington.
$3510.00

r Armoire By
ke Finish. List

NOW
1/2
NOW
'398'
NOW
'228'
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NOW
1/2

Large 4 Dr. Entertainment Center By
Riverside. Will Hold Up To 35" TV. In Stock &
Available In Cherry, Pine, Light Oak and
White Washed. List $1199.95

$699"

Black Painted Hall Tree By Pulaski. Mirrored
Back. List 799.95

NOW
5198"

NOW

For a free brocl
3 Pc. Wall
Accents. Inc
Bookcases. L

Pine With Iron
ent Center & 2

NOW
'1495'

Group Of Glider Rockers Assorted Styles &
Colors. Your Choice.

NOW
'188"Ea.

Wicker Trunk. Can Be Used For Cocktail
Table Or Storage. List $299.95

NOW
199"

24' Barstool. White Frame With Natural Seat.
Slightly Damaged. 1 Only. List $149.95

NOW
'78'

NO INTEREST PAYMENT TILL AUGUST 1999
$500 Minimum Purchase

W.A.C.

1-800-355-S

En

cop
ch0.0
maniut
Asst. Pre

Boxet
Call

All Items Subject
To Prior Sale
Free Delivery

Thurman's

Sorry No Holds or Layaways

FURNITURE

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

208 Main St.

753-4834

....1111-1 41.

I.
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Age provides no limits at YMCA

February 1999

1110112110111E1
in3 4 5 6

(Once again 1 yield my pen to
Brenda McGarvey, the YMCA
Senior Program Director She has
a lot to say about age and motivation. 1 hope you enjoy her article as much as 1 did. - Dean).
So, what is the big deal about
getting older? I have, through the
past couple of decades, had quite
a few anxieties about aging, to
say the least.
However, turning 40 this year
provided me with a wonderful birthday gift, a view of the summit.
And from that mountain top, I
discovered the unlimited capacity
of the human spirit.
We know from behavioral psychologists that adults, just like
children, go through predictable patterns of behavior. I stayed true to
those patterns.
Leaving my teen-age years, I
had the same fear over the loss
of my "youth" as all 19-year-olds.
No longer would I be that longlegged, blonde-haired beauty driving my convertible Mustangiglown
the highway in search of my California beach boy.
But to be honest, I never "really' was that long-legged blonde.
Once I stepped over the threshold
to my 20s, I did as all 20-yearolds: I worked hard for the perfect job, family, house and car. I
was in search of the elusive dream
and fearful of getting older.
I tentatively stepped Into my
third decade thinking, "Oh no, this
is really it, now I am really old!"
But what I finally discovered was
the same thing we are told happens to many adults in their 30s.
We begin to realize we have a
voice.
At 30, we begin to understand
who "we" really are. It was then
that I began to understand the definition of "me" and that the definition of "me" didn't have to live
up to any Hollywood preconceived
notion of who I was supposed to
be.
I didn't have to be June Cleaver
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or Shirley Partridge. I could just
be "me" and "me" does not have
to be some stagnant definition. I
am an ongoing creation, adding
different dimensions to my life
continually.
At 30 I quit questioning who
I was supposed to be, and began
to learn more about who I could
be. I learned to deny boundaries.
As I approached my fourth
decade, everyone in town knew
that Feb. 5 was the day to stay
clear of Brenda. I knew people
who actually made plans to be
out of town that day, some even
looking for flights out of the country. But an interesting thing happened on the way to getting older.
On my 40th birthday, I wasn't
depressed. I didn't feel old.
Actually, I felt as if I had finally reached the summit. I realized
that I had struggled unnecessarily
this past 20 years with the fear,
of aging. I remember as a child
wondering how old I would be in
the year 2000 - really old! There
are some memories we would love
to forget.
Now standing on top of the
summit, I can look back and see
that each step of the way along
that mountain path didn't lead me
to the end of my life, but to the
beginning. Today as I stand perched
on the top of that mountain, I
realize that life has only just begun.
Teaching people the "unlimited" capacity of the human spirit
is what we specialize in at the
YMCA. We see those ideas challenged every day. We see it challenged by the young man with
Down's Syndrome who lifts weights
In our facility.
Don't tell him he has Down's
Syndrome, because he won't believe
you. As a certified personnel trainer, I can tell you his form is better than half the guys who walk
through our door. I'm sure I saw
him correcting someone on technique the other day.
He is truly an inspiration to us
LOS ANGELES (AP) — "Mel- all. He doesn't accept the boundrose Place" has been condemned. aries other people place on him.
The drama about the sexy, young How great is his capacity! As he
residents of a Los Angeles apart- knows, our capacity is only as
ment complex is going off the air great as we allow it to be.
Many people are reluctant to start
at the end of this season, Fox TV
a fitness program because they think
officials said Monday.
Once the talk of television with they are too old, I heard a story
its attractive cast and steamy ploi` about a 90 year old who started
twists, the series has fallen on
hard times in the ratings, slipping
to No. 67 in the latest Nielsen
MELBER. KY. •(502) 674-5530
report.
"I will miss ,it and everyone
CHECK THESE
involved with it," executive proFEATURES:
ducer Aaron Spelling said in a
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
statement of the show that debuted
with wire mesh
July 8, 1992.
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
The air date for the final episode
under concrete
has yet to be announced.
D. Anchor bolts in

'Melrose Place'
going off air
after this season

a weight lifting program. He said,
"I feel so good, I almost feel like
I'm 70 again." The point I'm trying to make is that we all have
a tendency to think we are too
old or incapable in some way to
learn new tricks. I believed it at
various points in my life.
However, age is relative, and
it truly is just a state of mind. I
challenge you to sit down on a
piece of our equipment and look
to the left or right of you. The
face staring back will be one as
familiar as your own.
We have youth, young adults
and senior citizens lifting weights
and doing aerobics in our facility every day. I have seen a renewing of youth in the active older
adults in my "Expect Success"
program.
I see a bounce In their footsteps I didn't detect when they
first walked through the door. They
have rediscovered the youth that
had always been hidden within.
Research shows that we should be
able to retaIn 90 percent of our
muscle mass over a lifetime.
A recent study was performed
with 70-year-old men. The 70year-old filen lifted weights twice
a week for a year. At the end of
the year they competed against
20-year-old non-weight lifters. The
70-year-olds won!
The YMCA is not a facility
made up of only young college
students. And yes, there may be
an intimidation factor to face when
you first walk through the door.
But that is a feeling felt by people of all ages when walking
through an unknown doorway.
At the YMCA, we will help
you get past those lost feelings.
Free fitness evaluations and orientations are provided for our members by certified personal trainers
and fitness specialists.
We have many, many programs
for people of all ages from beginning to experienced individuals.
As always, however, we recommend
that anyone starting a fitness program consult their physician.
Feb. 5 is rapidly approaching.
I think it's a safe bet to say
"YMCA staff and members, cancel your out-of-town tickets, the
big 41 is coming and I believe
I'm going to be just fine this
year!"

VISA, MASTERCARD. DISCOVER.
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES.

Pride of Ill. Green Beans, Corn or

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

Sweet Peas

2 Liter
Bottle 1

Coke, Diet Coke,
$
Sprite
12 pk. 12 oz. can 2.97
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite 6 pk. 1/2 Liter. Btls. 2For $5.00

Chicken of Sea Tuna

IFor$11.00

6 oz. Can

Lipton Rice & Sauce
Reg. $1.19

Sunshine Bite Size or Chunk Dog Food

77°

18 Lb. Bag

Fluffy

Bread

41

)
For

16 oz. Loaf

Pillsbury Moist Supreme Cake Mixes

Campbell Tomato Juice

87°

46 oz. Can

Asstd. Varieties 18.25 oz. Box

87'

29 oz. Can

24 oz. Can

Are you an
organ &tissue
donor?

Chicken

For a free brochure call
1-800-355-SHARE
tO•61,01%

Deluxe Models —
1 CAR 117x20)
2 CAR 118x201
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

53 525
54.325
$4.625
54.825
$5.425

PLUS .OFF-LEVEL LOT

Leg Quarters
10 Lb. Bag Only

Chicken

Legs or Thighi

44.44.1..M111111111
$4025
$4725
$5.125
55.225
55 925

Lb.

59

Stew Meat

Lb.

$1•39 Lb

Sliced Slab

-

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

9

Boneless

Ground Chuck $1.29

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

99'

QUALITY MEATS

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. *1 Studds. 16
0.0
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

78'

Morton House Beef Stew

Argo Sliced Peaches

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.C.
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

2.97

Swiss Steak

$1.49

Bacon

Lb.

$11.19 Lb

Field

Bologna

Lb.

$1•39 Lb

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

FRESH PRODUCE
Red Ripe Large Slicing

Tomatoes
2 Gallon Valentine Popcorn Tin
Butter - Cheese - Caramel

Asst. Premade Gift Selections
Or have yours custom made

Boxed Chocolates Valentine Hearts •
Ghirardelli, Lindt, Brown & Haley
Call or Fax us your order — we'll deliver locally ($25.00 or more) 753-6909 fax
753-0921, or ship UPS to your Sweetheart

Large Bell

Peppers
Fresh Crisp

Garden Salad
Sno White

Cauliflower

4/98°
984
.28

1 Lb. Bag

Lg. Head $1

D'Anjou

Pears
Large Baking

Potatoes
Yellow-Rose Super Sweet

Onions

88°
28°

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.68
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.
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(AM 1 Ads Mal Ran Wuhan 6 Day Period)

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

‘41$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

h

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Salo
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
,
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

•

010
Legal Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.:91-CI-178
FIRST COMMERCIAL BANK,
VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE

SHADY HILLS RESORT,INC.,
HARBOUR COMPANIES, INC., ET AL.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered January 12, 1999, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
February 22, 1999, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at an iron pin located in the west right-of-way of
Kentucky Highway 94, said pin also being located at the southwest corner of the Arthur C. Wallace property as described in
Book 155, Card 1869, in the Office of the Calloway County
Clerk; thence parallel with the right of way of Kentucky
Highway 94 South 02 degrees 05 minutes 54 seconds West for a
distance of 230.93 feet to a stake; thence parallel with the right
of way of-Kentucky 94 South 05 degrees 56 minutes 36 seconds
West for a distance of216.31 feet to a stake; thence parallel with
the right of way of Kentucky Highway 94 South 06 degrees 57
minutes 36 seconds West for a distance of 169.59 feet to an iron
pin; thence North 67 degrees 43 minutes 06 seconds West for a
distance of 1502.80 feet to an iron pin, thence North 02 degrees
10 minutes 14 seconds West for a distance of 924.00 feet to an
iron pin set at the base of a 16-inch Hickory; thence South 62
degrees 02 minutes 04 seconds East for a distance of 1257.86
feet to a steel post; thence South 07 degrees 37 minutes if seconds West for a distance of 105.49 feet to a steel post; thence
South 64 degrees 06 minutes 23 seconds East 422.40 feet to the
point of beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Albert
McClain from Kenlake Marketing and Developing, Inc., by deed,
dated September 29, 1987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171,
Card 48, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
LESS AND EXCEPT Tract 1 of said property as recorded in
Deed Book- in, Page 907: containing 1.6667 acres. Property
conveyed to Shady Hills'Resort, Inc. by deed dated November
26, 1987, of record on Microfilm in Book 171, Card 907,
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1999 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 21st day of January, 1999.
MAX W. PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
1/11111111

s7; HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
The City of Murray has the following job
opportunities:
Position: Equipment Operator IV
(-operate front-end loader, backhoe and basic
knowledge of computers desired)
Department: Murray Sanitation
Division/Transfer Station
Salary for the position (depending on training
• and experience) $8.81 per hour minimum.
Position: Sanitation Worker
Department: Murray Sanitation Division
Salary for the position (depending on tiaining
and experience) $7.25 per hour minimum.
City of Murray benefit package for both positions includes health insurance, retirement
plan. longevity, sick and vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the above
listed positions are available at the City Clerk's
office located in City Hall at 207 Poplar Street.
Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact
the Personnel Office at 502 762-0353
, Deadline for accepting applications is
Friday, February 5, 1999
N,The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer. Drug Screening will be required of
successful applicant.
./

020

NNW

Calloway County advises the public, employees and job applicants that it does not discriminate on the basis of handicapped status
in admission or access to, or treatment or
employment in its programs and activities.
Calloway County has designated the following person and/or as the contact to coordinate
efforts to comply with this requirement.
Inquiries should be directed to:
Rita Burton
County Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-3549
(502) 753-3151
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

1000/, investment
grade assets!

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
You're loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

Call 753-1916

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
-- 100% reinsured!

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
APPLICATIONS are now
being accepted for Tup
perware Representatives
NOW OPEN: Judy's Cefor this area. Call
ramics Rte. 299 & Washer
502-527-3076.
Rd. Phone 489-6176. RegAUTOMOTIVE
ister now for classes
TECHNICIANS
Cleaning, painting, etc.
Immediate openings. Must
PIROUETTE FASHIONS
Alterations & custom sew- have own tools. Ideal candidates will be ASE certiing. 767-0579.
fied. Rate based on expeWE MING
rience, 401(k) plan and
PHOTOGRAPHER
benefits. Apply to Terry
Packages starting at $99,
Mooney, Service Manager,
14yrs experience. Lifetime Peppers Chevrolet- Oldmember International
smobile- Cadillac- Toyota,
Freelance Photographers
2420 E. Wood Street, ParOrganization. 753-1001,
is, TN 38242.

753-4199

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights Formerly
Thweatt's Service Station
There's games for all ages
including pool. There s
even snacks
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday We even book
parties
HOUSE of Clothes, 5
miles west of Kirksey Hwy
Womens Winter
464
Clothes 2 for $1 00
489-2243

WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing detailing.
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery- service in towL
Quality prodbcts arid Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available

Handwash & Detail $20
Vans Trucks SUV's $25
Wax jobs $45 & $55
/5J-7262

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

TOBACCO WORKERS
NEEDED

This notice is published pursuant to the
requirements of 24 CFR
Part 8
Nondiscrimination Based on Handicap in
Federally Assisted Programs and Activities of
the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, as published in the Federal
Register on June 2, 1988. Section 8.4 prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals because of their handicap status.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

060

POLICY OF NON-DISCRIMINATION
SECTION 504
PUBLIC NOTICE

PLAINTIFF,

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

TU•aday
W•drnadaday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday .

Lane Ads WOO maraana In day 64 per word per day tar rack addatamal cums.wave day
UM tans far'•, Med,Cineadaada
Guido 52.00 tura tar Mad box ads.

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

ports, ani
Deadline Day & Time

WANTED:
Top Notch Millwrights
Journeyman Electricians
Good Wages and Fringe Benefit Pkg.
Per Diem
"When Qualified" and Overtime

Call 1-800-335-0324
ask for B.J.
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon -Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

AVON
Eam extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
IND/SLS/REP.
CARPENTER
needed
Call 436-5670.
DRIVERS
NEEDED.
LOOK! Get your CDL and
a great job. Train Locally
Earn up to $800 or more.
Get weekends off.
1-800-398-9908.

FULL TIME MEAT
CUTTER NEEDED
:
Send resume to
P0 Box 1040H
Murray. Ky 42071
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager.
We offer competitive pay,
comprehensive
health
benefits, along with a fine
working environment. Apply in person at: 926 S
12th St, Murray.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook.
Please apply in person
926 S 12th St, Murray.
TWO positions, one Electrician, one helper.
502-753-3422.

NEEDED
independent
self-starter interested in
own business. No phone
solicitations, inventory, collections, or employees.
For great business opportunity call 901-644-3943 or
1-888-265-5266 pin 6150.
NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUINITY
The Joint Apprenticeship
Part time & lull lime
and Training Committee
Deli Worker. Part
for the Electrical Industry
kk rapper.
is accepting applications
Ill
for apprenticeship on the
Pci-son.
APPI
first Friday of each month
Owens
Food
Markel
between the hours of
10.00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m
fain St.. Mtirra
and on the Saturday folNo
Phone Call.
lowing the First Friday bePlease
tween the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 11:00 a.m. at the
070
I.B.E.W. Local 816
Domestic &
J.A.T.C. Office, 4515
Chadors
Clarks River Road, Padu
cah, Kentucky. All appli,
CLEANING houses is my
cants will be received
business., Reliable Call
withLinda. 759-9553.
out regard to race, color,
CLEANING Houses Interireligion, national origin, or
or Design. Landscaping.
sex. Each applicant must
Light
Construction
&
meet all basic requireMore!! Call 436-2299.
ments to be eligible for an
PRIVATE Duty Nursing.
,interview. Apprentices will
Experienced,_Licensed
be selected in order of
753-9477
their ranking resulting from
rating by interviewers.

03/20/99 to 12/20/99
Setting/Stripping $5.92 per hour; cutting/housing $7.00 per hour. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to those beyond
local recruiting area. Transportation
and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met. Contact local state employment service office.

ey. Get c
web with
search
ninety da
financing
equal to
at Hawkir
Used con
1304 C
Murray,
753-7001

MON

Repairs,
stallation:
systems t
site serv
tech. 7!
742-1552

CASH to!
Old or Ne

CASH pa
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FURNITU
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ROUTE SALES OPPORTUNITY
We're a S3.8 billion industry leader looking for two key
salespeople to market our highly successful product

line in the LOCAL AREA
Must thrive on independence be highly competitive.
enjoy the lifestyle of an entrepreneur and posses a
strong desire to succeed. We offer.
• Life, health. dental & disability insurance
• Paid training, guaranteed income to start
'Potential to earn unlimited income and growth with
a company on the move

• Established accounts

CALL NOW 10:30 AM - 5 PM 247-7960
ASK FOR MR. FORTNER

CAREER OPPORTUNITY!!
A local Property-Casualty Insurance Agency
has an opening for a commercial lines customer service representative.
We offer excellent fringes including:
• Paid vacation
• 8 paid holidays
• Group life & health and
• 401K retirement plan
Property-Casualty experience or any insurance licensing a plus, but not required
Computer experience and good office practices a must. Competitive salary based upon
qualifications.

Computi
502

SEND your resume ti:t
_
P.O.-Boi 1040-F, Murray,KY 42071

NOW hinng waitresses ,
dancers & floor managers
at the Foxy Lady, Pans,
TN. For more information
call 901-642-6177 or 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR:
Used treatment program in
Mayfield KY is seeking a
supervisor of operations
for six group homes in the
Western KY region.-Bachelor's degree in Human
Services field required,
Masters degree preferred.
Supervisory experience in
Human Services required.
Experience working with
children and or clinical Iicensure is desirable. Competitive salary and benefits
offered. Send resume and
cover letter to: Community
Youth Services, 1415
State Route 45 North,
Mayfield, KY 42066. Attn:
Human Resources EOE
M/FN/D.
RESIDENTIAL/ recreational staff to work with developmentally disabled adults
nights, weekends, holidays. Wages start $6/hr.
Benefits. 401K, medical/
dental full time employees
Apply Community Alternatives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Symsonia, KY 42082.
Phone 527-2255. Crime
checks conducted.
EOEJWF/DN.
SALESMAN for GM dealership consisting of four
franchises Experience
preferred. Send resume to.
Resident, 1401 S 12th
Street, Murray, KY 42071,
Attention: Job Apps
•.i_ibinitted a
resume please resubmit
one due to an address
change)

WANT ADS
WORK

Put Your Special Valentine's
Picture & Message Or A Love
Line In The Paper Feb. 13, 1999
'

Reci
Ftne

-Pa

cr)

Dow
Mu

TUI
Just bring in $8.00 for a picture and message (no more
than 12 words w/picture), along with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope for the return of the original photo.
Or $5.00 for love lines (no more than 20 words). All ads
must be pre-paid.

PLEJ
your
policies
and we
accord i
teed is:
As a
considi
1. PI
We ref

Deadline for receipt ofPhotos & Love
Lines is Noon, Mon., Feb. 8th.
Classified Advertising
Department

753-1916

COT par

and se
several
been s4
would
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COMPUTERS are enteraining, educational and
useful for numerous tasks
such as creating greeting
cards, typing letters or reports, and managing money. Get on the world wide
web with a Hawkins Research computer. Get
ninety days same as cash
financing with payments
equal to $11.23 per week
at Hawkins Research, Inc.
Used computers available1304 Chestnut Street,
Murray, Kentucky- 502753-7001."
MDM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552
Want to Buy
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.

WANTED: Riding mowers,
g9.-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work 436-2867

$9,000 VALUE double
crypt at Murray Memonal
Gardens for $5,000 502753-7394 after 5 30pm
1977 CHEVY truck & 1984
Cavalier for parts. Antique
iron bed and quilting
frame. 436-6041
3/4 MATTRESS Sets on
Sale, 48x72
Smith Mattress Factory
Symsonia, KY
502-851-3160
COUCH & matching glair,
Kenmore upright freezer
(31 cu. ft.), full size box
springs & mattress, Voit
Gravity exerciser, Amana
radar range, Dewatt reciprocating saw, fiberglass
'camper top (100" long 72"
wide). 759-4059.
MINOLTA EP 2152 Pro
copier with document
feeder. May be seen days.
Call 753-9240.
SOFA & chair. $75. 4928209.
for
sale,
STRAW
$2.00/bale. 435-4113

4$'

P
9Y ROPERTY
MA NA CegalgraU'
For professional management of your
rental property, call

PROM dresses, garters,
shoes, jewelry &
tuxedo rentals
Merle Norman
98 W 5th St
Benton, KY
502-527-8899
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

2PC living room group,
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
DINETTE set, Pine table
w/2 leaves, four chairs.
759-9874.

1150' HARD hose irrigaion system w/pump. Excellent condition, used in
Dark Fired tobacco production.
502-466-3372
nights only.
1975 CHEVY Grain Truck,
500 gal. Sprayer with Foamer, 14 ft Flatbed Trailer.
492-8516.
210

1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone: W2-753-4573
David H, Miller, Owner/Broker

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107
Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

TalleafthMaid
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Thaining & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy
Register For Classes Now!
Beginners-Advanced For
Boys & Girls Ages 3 & Up
Also Offering
Cheerleading Classes

Call now for scheduling
Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-759-2355

Cra0s)
SIRVITINF

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Futnishings at 'Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk-Stanley-Hooker
Kimball Universal Broyhlil

-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset-Kesier

YON Ptai &ft Muni
:
Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

GOOD Firewood, $18.00/
rick, u pickup. 753-6842.
STOVE wood-seasoned
and green wood, $20/rick,
U-haul. 753-4109

753-9621

Musical
PIANO or organ lessons.
Prefer older beginners and
adults. 753-1810.

NO down payment to
qualified buyer. Lot with
well and septic. 767-9435.
Kamm Fr Sale
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave & dishwasher. 753-9866.
1989 SPIRAL, 16x70, 3
bedroom, 2 bath. Central
air conditioning, clean
home with new carpet.
Down payment approx.
$800.00 with monthly payments $155.00 per month.
Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
TN. 901-644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
1992- ATLANTIC, 16X80,
3br, 2 bath, lots of extras.
Call 759-9410 or 7537902.
1998, 16x80, 3BR, 2 bath,
extra nice. Must sell! 7593176 after 5.
2BR, 2 bath on large corner lot, 2 carport, 2 decks,
2 sheds, satellite. Sell below appraised value 28K.
171 Post Oak Drive.
753-6275.
4BR Mobile Home with the
land its on. East of Murray.
$8,000 obo. 759-4401.
BANK Repo 1994 Belmont, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
with central air condition.
Nice home for large family.
Down payment $500 with
monthly payments approx.
$235.00 per month. Keith
Baker Homes, Pans, TN.
901-644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
BANK Repo 1997 Clayton,
24x60 Doublewide, 3 bedroom, 2 bath with central
air condition. Down payment approx. $1700.00
with monthly payments
$388.00 per month. Keith
Baker Homes. Paris, TN.
901-644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
CREDIT problems? Been
turned down? Don't think
you can buy a home?
Don't give up, call
Wilson Home Center, 641
N., Murray, 16'.
1-800-540-7956.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

NEW Year, New Goal, inventory clearance sale
Must make room for the all
new 1999 homes now arriving! Come early for best
deals.
Wilson Home Center,
Hwy 641 N., Murray, KY
1-800-540-7956.
TURN that Tax Refund into a down payment on
your new dream home.
Wilson Home Center,
Hwy 641N. Murray, KY
1 -800-540-7956.

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
NatIonwlde toll tree:

1-800-455-4199

DUPLEX- 2br, 2 bath, fully
equipped kitchen, including microwave, washer &
dryer. Beautiful carpet &
tile. No pets. Security deposit & lease. 753-9240
EXTRA nice, 1 br, 1 bath.
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.
HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Center-Sts, Hazel, KY is
AVAILABLE immediately now taking applications for
occupancy.
north of Murray. 767-9435 immediate
Call 492-8721 TDD#
LOT for rent 492-8488
1-800-247-2510 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
MODERN 2br apartment
on
Northwood
Drive.
COMMERCIAL building Lease, deposit, no pets.
over 1800sq ft., 3 over753-5992.
head doors. Location, 5 NEW 2 bedroom, 11/2 bath
points. More information,
all appliances included.
Rogers Enterprises
Cambridge #3, 57 Prince753-5140
ton $500/ month & lease.
753-8007
NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3and prices. Furnished or 4br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
unfurnished, paid utilities.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
PROFESSIONAL
753-1252 before 5pm,
BUILDING
753-0606 after 5pm.
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 eveNICE 2br duplex, appliannings.
ces, gas heat, no pets.
Office Space Lease. 1819 Ridgewood.
$450/mo. 753-7457.
Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 Or

MOBILE HOME REPAIRS
Dealer and Factory
trained, 10yrs experience
502-753-1001

McConnell
Insurance Agency

21§R, 11/2 bath 753-8582.
3BR trailer, full basement,
in Crappie Hollow subdivision. $350/mo 436-5901.
NICE 2br trailer, no pets.
753-9866
SMALL, furnished porches, carport, mowing, &
garbage. Suitable for one
person_ $150/mo. 7536012.

FIREWOOD cut, split and
delivered, also light hauling. 489-2092.

David H. Miller Realty,

330
Apartments For Rent

SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509.

Apeatirients For Rent
1 BEDROOM Apt. for ran
close to college $250/mo
759-4138
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
11/2 BLOCKS from campus, 2br upstairs apt.
$265/mo plus deposit,
some pets OK. 753-4249.
1403B
VALLEYWOOD,
2br, 1 bath, large closets,
kitchen/dining area, living
room, w/d hook-up, utility
area, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, carport, garage size storage building
in rear. $450/mo $450 deposit, 1 year minimum
lease, no pets. You must
care for 1/2 yard. 7533018 753-6147 leave message.
1BR apartment across
street from MSU. Unfurnished, has w/d, no pets,
lyr lease. More information, Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140, night 767-9230.
1BR apartment, furnished
or unfumished, $250 rent,
$250 deposit. 753-7953.
1BR apartment, no-pets,
near campus. 753-5580.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU, utilities
furnished. Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR duplex, all appliances
furnished including washer
& dryer. Owner managed.
753-0697 days, 759-1928
nights, ask for Bob.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 7534444.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 2 bath, garage, appli
ances, gas utilities, deck,
built in 1998. 903-A North
20th. 5600/mo, no pets.
436-2834
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898
3BR apartment at 703 S.
4th St, good condition,
new carpet, refrigerator &
stove furnished. $300/mo
with $300 deposit. 1 year
lease. Call 753-0839.
38R DUPLEX, all appliances furnished, central h/a.
753-7947

3BR, 21/2 bath, in good
condition, executive type
753-5344, work 559-9970.
4BR, 21/2 bath Townhouse, 1217 North 16th.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
641S, NICE, 2br. central
(3) MK quiet country eah/a, refrigerator, stove, w/d
ting. 474-8027 ask for
hookup, partial utilities, no
Beverlye.
pets, deposit. 492-8634
12X70, 2BR, 11/2 baths on
AVAILABLE NOW
1/2 acre lot, $260/rho
2 bedroom apartment, ell
753-6012.
appliances included w/d.
14X70 2br, 2 bath, water, $475/mo 1 year lease.
trash p/u, nice 492-8488.
753-4573 or 767-0102.

FREE PALLETS

Rooms For Rent

IMMACULATE with new
bed/ bedding, tv, a/c, desk/
chair, phone. Plus full
house pnviledges, BS TV,
w/d, kitchen. All you need
is your clothes Ph 7595352 after 5pm
140
Houses For Rent
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
& deposit required
753-4109
2BR, gas heat, extremely
low utilities. 415 S 10th
Call 759-4696.
3BR close to MSU, low income. Must qualify. Equal
Housing Opportunity,
436-5685.
3BR
house,
garage,
fenced in yard, central h/a,
no pets, near campus.
$550/mo plus deposit.
502-527-8585
3BR, 1 bath, brick, 1 car
attached garage. Sycamore
&
Woodlawn.
$495/mo plus security deposit, no dogs. 474-2520.
3BR, 2 bath house. Located at 9909 State Route
121 N, $5C0/mo plus deposit. Available 2/3/99.
489-2296.
3BR, 2 bath, big yard.
$525/mo. 901-642-0784.

NOW taking applications 5 MILES east of Murray.
for 1, 2 8. 3br apartments. Nice 2br, central h/a, appliApply at Mur-Cal Apart- ances furnished. No pets,
ments, 902 Northwood Dr. deposit required.
753-8943.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TOD# 1-800- HAZEL, 3br, central h/a.
492-8526.
247-2510.
RED
OAKS
APART- LARGE 4br, 2 bath home,
MENTS: Make it your only 2 blocks from MSU.
home! Great 1 or 2br $650/mo lease possible.
759-5967.
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Storage Rent*
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Neon Beach
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, applianMini-Storage
ces furnished, central gas
All Size Units
h/a, $550/mo. lyr lease, 1
Available
mo. deposit. No pets. 7532905.
330
s For Rent
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
SLEEPING
room
Cunningham Auto Repair.
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-3571
753-9898.

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

641 Storage

753-1916

All Sizes Available

753-5585
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's. $20-$40/rno.
759-4081

EASTSIDE
EQ9'
STORAGE

Phone:(502) 4374545
Pager: (502) 742-1039

P.O. Box 169
Hardin, KY 42048

Licensed & Insured

119 Main • 753-6266
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or, 7537536.

& T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

Pets & Supplies
30 GALLON fish tank
complete set up including
Cichlids, wrought iron
stand. $125. obo. 7594929
AKC Boston
Terriers,
shots & wormed, perfect
markings. $225. 436-2113.
AKC Samoyeds & Akitas,
adorable family
pets,
ready now! 382-2331.
AKITA puppies AKC, big &
beautiful, variety of colors
Winter special. $200.
502-382-2214
DOG obedience classes or
pnvate. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
SHELTIES, (toy Collies),
AKC sable & white.
502-354-8211

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-759-4979
II ilik111111111111

L & J Home Builders
'All Electrical • All Carpentry
'Plumbing Repair
References - Licensed & Insured

7534372OF 7534353(Home)

HAY, square bales $2.00,
round bales, last years
$10.00, this years $20.00.
Picked up. 753-5940 or
436-5946.

Lots For Sale

410

.1111EAksivoill1114Poirb

753-3853

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

A••••=m14.416.

BEAUTIFUL 3+ acres with
partially furnished mobile
home, 40x32 wired shop,
block storage building, carport, good deep well, and
satellite system. Additional
acreage available and only
minutes from
Murray.
Shown by appointment only. Call 901-285-0396.
IT'S time to think summer.
Waterfront lot in Cypress,
Protected Cove, 160 tt on
water, clOck permittable.
Lot has been cleared.
$34,900. Call Marty
Moody Realty Co.
800-642-5093.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

A tremendous range of choices in city limits.

Financing available by Murray Estates
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 (rbu Free)
502-435-4487

E-mail: carolwoodemsn.com

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes. We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or small.

Bruce green
Building Contractor, Inc.

(502)7534043

Beaver Dam Auction

CARPET & FL OR COVERING
You've tried the rest, now come to the best! If you're
tired of not getting the service you paid for, come let
the Knights take care of you. 56 years combined experience and product guarantees means you CAN NO
go wrong with us. We're not happy until you're happy!
Jim Knight
Murray
Jay Knight
Tom
Taylor
Rd
.
Mitch Knight
oa
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 Miles South of
Kn phfs
Murray to Tom Taylor Road. Right
X
1500 yards.
Hazel, KY

753-7728

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

"STOP"
HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rate-,

Four Star Mobile Home 0
Parts & Service
Vinyl Underpinning K-Rok Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs
Combination Door

8235.00
Single Blank Door

8120.00
Aluminum 8 Vinyl Windows

$1.89
Treated Decks
w/completed handrails

8425.00
lox2o 81100.00
10x50 82700.00
6x10

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy. 502-492-8488

Amine

•

5 TO 275 acres, owner fi
nancing possible. Coldwa
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300
460
Homes For Sale
2150SO ft, Cape God on
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadend street. 4BR, 21/2 bath,
great room w/bay,window,
view of creek/ pasture,
Pella windows. Sherwood
Forest. $132,900.
759-9268.
2BR, 2 bath, close to town,
good starter home or rental house. $39,000. 7534549 or 762-1650.
2BR, gas heat, carport
utility room, refrigerator,
stove. $34,900. 415 So.
10th. 759-4696 or 4354602.
3BR house on 1 acre lot,
immaculate
condition.
94E, 101/2 miles from Murray & 5 minutes from lake.
474-8865.

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Feb.6, 1999 at 6:00 p.m.
Over 300 lots of the best mahg., wal.,
oak, pine, maple, collectibles of glass,
lamps, frames, prints, oil paintings,
Indian, artifacts, mirrors.
Auctioneer - Bud Jones
Floor Manager - Bob Street
Owner & Operator - Jo Smith
10% Buyers Premium
Pickup & Delivery Available
MC - Visa - American Express - 5% Charge
Full Concession Climate Control Building.
We are now accepting consignments
forfuture auctions.
Seat Reservations

502-274-3349

=taiiAlit=trahrit=rdtbyi =
( ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

8305.00

2011 E. 3rd St.. licaNur Dam. 1%1 42320
Tel. 5112-274-334') Fax 502-274-0341

15.5 ACRES, 4br home, a
very nice horse farm with
pasture, barns, springs.
and creeks. Reduced to
$67,500, easy terms. 7539302, must sell.

a

3BR, 1 bath, brick, vinyl
trim and carport. New inside paint, large workshop
with electricity, vacant
1656 Ryan. $59,000.
753-4074.
3BR, 2 bath brick, hardwood floors, immediate
poss 3 miles from Murray.
$65,000. 753-9711.
3BR, 2 bath, brick maintenance free home, in the
$70's 753-8245.
3BR. 2 bath, large rooms.
2 years old 9/10 acre, 4
miles
north
Murray.
$89,200 762-0144
3BR, 21,2 baths, new appliances & carpet, on 2
landscaped lots. 1413
Dudley 753-813, 7539235

NO MINIMUMS' NO RESERVATIONS'
SATURDAY, FEB.6711AT 10:00 ANL
6652 State Route 94
'Fri City, liCesuratearcicv
Near The intsrsactIon Of Hwy 94 & Hwy to
Southeast Graves County, Ky
-host A Short Drive From
Mayfield - Murray - Fulton
11 ,
i

•
-

_
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THREE BEDROOM BRICK
Gas Central Neat & Air - Weil Arran/en!
New Root & Vinyl Trim • Outbuilding
Large Lot - Nice Shade Trees

S5,000.00 DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

JAMES R. CASH
.. .
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Offered

THE COUNTRY LIFE
- Well maintained 3
BR, 2 BA home situated on 15 acres, partially fenced. 2 barns, 3
grain bins all for only
$115,000.
MLS #7000294
UNMATCHED
QUALITY - Classic
1.5 story custom built
home in park like setting. 3 BR, 2.5 BA,
large country kitchen
and handcrafted touches throughout.
MLS #7000319
CONVENIENT
TO
EVERYTHING
Beautifully landscaped,
well cared for brick
ranch with 4 BR,2 BA.
Energy efficient with
computerized climate
control and thermal
pane windows.
MLS #7000239

couxueu.,
eiktakeit•
Woods & Associates
414 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-1651

1989 DODGE Dynasty, SETTLING estate 1994
Chevy Lumina, 4dr, 39.xxx
83,xxx miles 753-6813
miles $7,200. 753-8124.
1990 GRAND Am, $1500
obo. 767-0701.
1991 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Cierra, good dependable car. $3,300 or best of- 1990 FORD Aerostar XLT,
ully loaded, excellent confer. 762-0394.
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE, dition. Asking below book
4 cylinder, 40,xxx miles. at $6,000. 753-5126.
$13,500 firm, white, load- 1993 PLYMOUTH Voyager mini-van, very good
ed. 492-8274.
1994 HONDA Civic LX, condition, best offer Call
navy blue, 4dr, 5 speed, after 5pm 753-7823
power everything, 65,xxx
500
miles. $8,000 obo.
Wed Trucks
759-2487
1996 CHEVY Cavalier, 1970 .FORD, 1 ton, great
71,xxx miles. $7,500.
condition, trailer hook-up
502-492-8178.
with brake box. $1500
1996 WHITE Toyota Cam- firm. 753-5638.
ry LE, excellent condition.
1976 FORD truck, runs
$13,800. 489-2741.
great, needs transmission.
$550 obo. 437-4125.
Auto dealer will arrange fi- 1989 FORD F150, 4x4,
nancing even if you have XLT Lariat, 1 owner, good
been turned down before. condition. Asking $7,990.
502-354-8110.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and 1994 F150 V8 XLT, metalbankruptcy buyers. No co- lic blue, great condition,
everything.
signers needed. Must power
have at $750 cash or $11,000. 759-5937.
trade-in.
1999 CHEVY extended
Call the 24 hour
cab Z71 (1998 body style).
Automated Credit
Red, loaded, 5,XXX miles.
$26,500. Call 502-759Repair Hotline
9302 leave message.

AUTO LOANS

1-800-566-2277.

Each office independently
owned and operated
3BR, house on 5 acres in
Kirksey, fenced and barn,
detached garage, central
gas h/a, large deck.
$60,000. 437-4210 or 4365670.
4BR Farm House, new
windows & doors, 3 acres
with barn, $50,000. Velda
Miller, Grey's Properties
759-2001, 489-2226 nite
or weekends.
4BR, 1 bath farmhouse,
quiet road, 4 miles SE
from Murray on wooded
lot, $49,900. 753-4204.
BY OWNER
4Br, 31/2 baths, 4000sf
home, 10 rooms, 10 closets, large TV/entertainment room, great room
w/fireplace, den w/fireplace, large recreation
room, many upgrades
throughout, large deck,
gazebo/ hot tub, 3 lots (approx. 1 acre). Sherwood
$199,000. Will
Forest,
consider trade for smaller
house (1500- 2000 sf).
'753-4882
FOR sale by owner: 4br,
21/2 bath, tri-level, large
yard, great neighborhood
in city, close to all schools.
Call for appointment 7532052 or 759-8354.
NEW construction. Nearly
finished and ready to
move into. 3BR, 2 bath.
formal DR, breakfast nook,
master bedroom with sep.,
shower & whirlpool, large
backyard, cathedral ceilings & fans. Upstairs ready
to be finished to your spec.
2,000sq ft living, Narly Dr
in Preston Hts. sub. oft
Johnny
Robertson,
$142,500. 559-2175 or
753-1500 after 5.
NICE starter home, 2br,
recently remodeled North
Murray on 464 $42,500
759-9466
470
Motorcycles & ATTs
1991 YAMAHA YZ125,
good condition. $1300
obo Call after 5pm.
753-9747
1995 HONDA 300 EX,
new tires, excellent shape,
$2,700. 437-4125.
irri
Sport Uty Vehicles

L

Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
Tree Trimming
24 Hr. Service
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
Tree Spraying
Equipment
"Quality Service"
Tree & Stump
Removal
-11
1ft:
.

,

Auto'Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers, 411144
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-056

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
1-8004174-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Immaculate
Car Cleaning Service
(502) 759-1313
• Free pick-up and delivery • With our indoor facilities
we can clean your car in any weather • 24-hour rain
guarantee (If it rains within 24 hours of your carwash
bring it in for another wash)• Complete satisfaction
guarantee • Call for a free estimate and appointment

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

490
tried Cars
•

,1111111111111111r

she and her children lost something in the process-a relationship
with his family.
Four months since Hugh Finn
died after his feeding tube was
removed, the bitterness and anger
that marked the case still lingers.
Most of his family angrily maintains Hugh's death was the euthanasia of a healthy man. And Mrs.
Finn no longer speaks to her sister, who sided with Finn's parents
during the legal battles.
"I think that the relationship
between Michele and I is over,"
Elaine Glazier, Mrs. Finn's sister,
said last week. "We're hoping that
when the children become of age,
we'll re-establish contact and they'll
understand what we tried to do."
Finn, a former Louisville, Ky.,
television news anchor, was critically injured in a March 1995 car

Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

•

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Liste

www.automobilesonline.com
Click

here

to view a listing of
our inventory

In June 1998, Mrs. Finn told
her husband's family that she
planned to let him die. Under Virginia law, food and water may be
withheld from people who are permanently vegetative.
Finn's family questioned Hugh's
diagnosis, and Finn's brother, John
Finn, unsuccessfully filed suit to
stop the removal of the feeding
tube.
Gov. Jim Gilmore's emergency
motion to stop the removal also
was rejected.
The emotional toll the court
fight had on the family took center stage in the Virginia state Senate last week, during a hearing in
which the panel approved reimbursing Mrs. Finn $48,000 for the
state's effort to keep Finn alive.
Through tears, Mrs. Finn testified about an article her daughter

HOROSCOPES

. Owned S Operated By
Tim Lamb

198/ 6MC Jimmy 4x4, 43
iter, auto, 2dr, all options.
$5,800 759-8541.
Prices vary by vehicle size
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
(i.e.,
Wash,
Wax, and Interior Cleaning for a
p/w, p/I, cruise, tilt, 4dr,
midsize sedan - $45.00)
good condition. $6,950
753-4445.
----1992 FORD EXPLORER,
EDDIE BAUER EDITION.
4x4, Black ext. w/tan
leather interior, am/fm
OS
cassette & CD player w/
factory remote changer.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
OrRillir
All power, many other
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
options, 87xxx miles.
Excellent condition!
All Types of:
•
$10,900. Call 474-8704
Custom Woodworking
after 5pm.

1967
VOLKSWAGON
Beetle, good condition
753-6248
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98.
$700 obo. 489-2711.
1986 PONTIAC STE 6000
V6. Phone after 5pm
753-4647.
1988 CHEVY Celebrity
station wagon with all the
extras 75,xxx original
miles, will seat 7, outstanding condition. 7530717 or 753-7733 ext 104.
1988 OLD'S Cutlass SL,
2.8 V6 753-3046 or 7679449

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - accident. His doctors said he was
Although Michele Finn won the bat- in a "persistent vegetative state"
tle to end life support for her - unable to think, walk, talk or
severely brain-damaged husband, control his body.

r ag..•

Highwi”
45 South

CARPORTS for cars anO
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113

ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electncal Works
For all your electrical
needs, including TV cable
and telephone installation
15yrs experience
436-5376
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks, HANDYMAN, carpentry,
work,
remodeling, vinyl siding. plumbing, yard
proches & decks. Any job.
20Yrs expenence.
Call Danny Paschall,
753-5592.
492-8500.
CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, garages, HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service. 437-3939.
carports, hardwood floors.
6168.01d Olive Rd, Hardin,
753-7860
KY 42048.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic sys- IF you are
moving to a
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, new location
and you need
Horace Shofar.
professional and reliable
D&D ROOFING
movers,call BRjAN at
Call us for all of your roof753-6166.
ing needs. 436-2613.
REPAIR
DAVID'S Cleaning Serv- PLUMBING
SERVICE.
All
work
guarices. 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes, anteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
boats, brick driveways,
PLUMBING
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning Repairs, fast service.
available. David Borders 436-5255.
Insured, Completely More-roofing,
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. ROOFING,
siding,
vinyl
deck,
wood
Cellular 502-853-1108.
exterior painting, and other
DON'T let spring rains ruin wood work. References.
yout home! Call STOCKCall 502-251-3128.
WELL METAL ROOFING,
offering new stone- coated
WALTERS Contracting
steel. 753-6585.
Free estimates. GuaranELECTRICAL
teed Quality Work. LiNew construction, remod- censed & Insured. Over 20
eling, or just replacing a
years experience. Roofing,
switch. Licensed & Insur- additions, vinyl siding,
ed. Off. 753-0834
decks, remodeling. Call
Hm. 759-9835.
753-2592.

SuHEWA lieu 6 tuirtp
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
WOOD SATELUTE
SALES
Authonzed dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fri, 1-5:30,
753-0530.

2 young male Rest, free to
good home. 436-5448.
FREE to good country
home: 2 Female white
Shepherd & Yellow Lab
mix. Apprx 3yrs old. Had
some vet care. Very loving, good & gentle. Prefer
to keep together. 7626659 leave message.
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Bitterness lingers in right-to-die case

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

'h.

1996 COACHMEN 30' A-1 Tree Professionals. ALL types of yard clean-up
removal, tree & life hauling. LandscapCamping Trailer. EXCEL- Stump
LENT Condition. $11,900 spraying. Serving Murray, ing, including path & walkCalloway Co. since 1980.
way design.
negotiable. 436-2225.
Free estimates. 437-3044
D.B. Lawns, Etc.
520
or 492-8737.
767-0768 or 436-5927
ANDY Hefner- The AppliAl Al A Tres Service,
removal, tree ance Works. Servicing ma1975 CENTURIAN, 10 Stump
passenger, fiberglass hull spraying, leaf raking, jor appliances. 753-2455.
pleasure boat, dual axle hedge trimming, landscap- ANTIQUE refinishing, furtrailer, runs great, good ing, mulch hauling & mulch niture repair & custom
condition. $3,900. 753- spreading, gutter cleaning woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1442, leave message. Af- Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free es- All brands; Kenmore. 30+
ter 6pm, 753-8497
years experience. BOBBY
1987 RANGER 374V, timates Tim Lamb,
HOPPER,436-5848.
436-5744,
1991 Johnson 175 S.S.
ATTENTION Serious maid
1-800-548-5262.
Prop, 1991 Johnson 12/24
service. $10 per hour, 3
Volt Trolling motor, 1996
ADAM'S HOME
hour minimum. ReferenRanger Trail Deluxe trailer
IMPROVEMENTS
ces available. 489-2092.
with disc br'akes. Too
Where Quality Counts
BACKHOE SERVICE
many option to list, garage Decks, Painting, RemodelROY HILL. Septic system,
kept, one owner. $10,000.
ing, Repairs, etc
drive-ways, hauling, foun753-0919.
No Job Too Small. 24-Hr dations, etc. 436-2113.
1994 LOWE 24' pontoon
Emergency Service
BASEMENTS & Homes.
and trailer, 115 Johnson
502-492-6267
Sub & General contractmotor, radio, electric an- AFFORDABLE all
around ing. Insulated concrete
chor, trolling motor, extra hauling, tree work,
gutter forms (R32) StyroCrete
seats. $7,900. 436-5099.
cleaning, cleaning out builders. 502-436-2007.
1995 18' BASS Buggy sheds, &
junk clean-up.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Pontoon Boat and Trailer.
436-2867.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
60 Mariner, low hours, exALL Carpentry Service
Upholstery Cleaning. '
cellent condition. 901-285From Foundation to
753-6300 anytime.
0396.
Finish.
CARPET Cleaning
18Yrs experience.
Emergency Water RemovNew Construction • Real. Free Estimates. Satismodelin9• Repairs. Cusfied References. Call
tom Cabinets. Concrete
A 1 INSULATION
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
Work. AGC Certified.
Is your home properly in435-4272.
sulated? Utility bills too
CHIM Chim
Chimney
high? Would you like to
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
save money next year?
PROFESSIONAL
services. 10% senior citiAdd more insulation today.
DEPENDABLE.
zen
discount. Contact
Free estimates. 753-3078.
502-767-9552.
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.

By Peter

Oahe Cab ketone
DWAIN
TAYLOR
Yieuroie/
OF PAUMAY KY

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Feb.
4, 1999:
Moneymaking opportunities fall into your
lap this year; discern which ones are workable. Others respond to your charm. You
can increase your income through your
talents, artistic ability and people skills.
You come up with wonderful ideas;implementing them takes anchonng,however. If
you are single, you are likely to meet
someone very special whom you put on a
pedestal. If attached, share more of your
dreams with your significant other. You
find the exchange of ideas rewarding and
beneficial to the relationship. LIBRA helps
you see the big picture.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You might be directed by a
dream or important morning conversation.
Visualize what you want. Allow creativity
to play a greater role in your decisionmaking process. A partner seems too good
to be true. This is more than possible!
Tonight: Defer to others.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You'll accomplish much, as long
as you stay reality-based. Don't buy into
another's pipe dreams. Your sense ofdirection and anchonng make all the difference.
Communicate with others. Don't let anything fall by the wayside. Efficiency counts.
Tonight: Off to the gym.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Remain detached. You can easily tumble into the world of dreams. You
might have a difficult time working on a
practical basis. Recognize where your head
is. so you can deal with work in a more
positive manner Take an important step
while you're feeling lucky. Tonight: Flirt
and laugh.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** A partner keeps saying the same
thing over and over. You could be having a
hard time understanding what another
wants Build stronger foundations in your
personal life, as well as in a key relationship. Talk about long-term desires, then
take steps to make them happen. Tonight:
Home is where your heart is.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Express feelings and don't hold
back. Your point of view is welcomed.
Partners verbalize more clearly. You find
others responsive to your inquiries. Roll
with another's ingenious idea. Options

appear. Keep talking. Tonight: Do errands
on the way home.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Check out a work opportunity.
Your vision of what is possible professionally can happen. Be careful of how much
you invest. Co-workers support you. even
if they flood you with different ideas. They
are running with your ingenuity. Tonight:
Do some shopping.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Share your ideas. A relationship
does much to stimulate your creativity.
Talk and brainstorm with others. Your
view ofa loved one could be quite idealistic.
Your personality melts others' resistance.
Work on your listening skills. Tonight:
Your smile works wonderS.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might need to do some thinking.
Take a walk, mull over ideas. A loved one
expresses his caring by being there for you.
Don't take anything for granted, nor leave
any words unspoken. Communicate directly on a one-to-one level. Tonight: Do
your own thing.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** A discussion carried over from
late yesterday is beneficial. Concentrate on
one item at a time. You could get sidetracked. Daydreaming seems inevitable.
Try to harness an imaginative streak and
anchor it in your life. Tonight: Join fnends.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Accepting responsibility doesn't
mean overspending. Be very careful of any
expenses you agree to. You could find this
the beginning of an endless tap. Discuss an
investment, but draw the line at nsking
your personal security. Tonight. Others
respect your ideas.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Take the high road. Don't get
mired in petty details. You have many good
ideas; let them happen. Don't hold back.
Creativity is high. Express your imagination and ingenuity. Let a daydream occur,
but don't make decisions Just yet. Tonight,
Brainstorm with a pal_
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Close relating draws out many
of your fears and dreams. Talk about these
strong feelings with a beloved partner or
fnend. They need to understand in order to
honor your sensitivities. Intuition is nght
on; follow through on a great idea. Check
out an investment. Tonight: Heating up the
night.
BORN TODAY
Comedian David Brenner (1945). singer
Alice Cooper(1948),former football player
Lawrence Taylor (1959)
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read in which her father-in-law,
Thomas Finn Sr., was quoted as

saying her decision to let Hugh
die was "murder."
"I had to let my oldest daughter, who was almost 13, know
how bad the situation had become,"
Mrs. Finn said, her voice breaking. "I let her read the article.
Her only comment was, 'How
could Grandpa say such a thing?"
"My children not only have lost
their father, they've lost most of
their extended family," she said.
The animosity between the families was exacerbated by those who
counseled Hugh's family to keep
fighting Michele's decision, said
Karen Finn, Hugh's sister and the

one blood relative who supported
Michele.
The anger has not subsided.
Ms.
_
_ Glazier traveled from her
Pennsylvania home to Richmond
last week to tell legislators that
Mrs. Finn doesn't deserve to be
reimbursed for her legal costs.
While Ms. Glazier said her brother in-law was "cruelly starved to
death," Mrs. Finn sat outside the
hearing room weeping.
"I resent the fact that my sister insinuates that I did not have
the best interest of Hugh in mind,"
Ms. Finn said after the hearing.
For now, Karen Finn said, the
two sides undoubtedly will remain
apart.
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Call 753-1916 with your
society views today!
Agricultural Labor Association
Subsidiary of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.
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AR\ING 10CR FARM LABUR NEEDS'
For H-2A/Migrant Workers
206 Maple St.• P.0. Box 1056

Murray, KY 42071-1056
Telephone: 502/759-3300

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
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ASMIMERLa
Y2K SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESS

GAR,.

Wednesday, February 10
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 Noon
Shoney's Inn Conference Room
1. Will identify the types of problems that a business may
expect to encounter as a result of the Y2K Issue.
2. Will propose a strategy for aiding businesses to reduce the
threat from Y2K limitations.
3. Those in attendance will be offered a free onsite hardware
Y2K analysis for up to 2 pc's.
Sponsored By

MicroAge Computer Center
Murray/Calloway Chamber of Commerce
Small Business Development Center
7b Register Call The
Chamber Office- 753-5171
or the MicroAge Operator- 753-7733
by 5:00 p.m. Monday, February 8
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DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

tion and diverticulosis In addition,
such diets may prevent colorectal
DEAR DR. GOT!'. My son has been cancer and breast tumors. High-fiber
diagnosed with an early astrocytoma, diets can also lower serum cholesterol
but he refuses any treatment. levels.
Because he reads your column, perBran consists of indigestible veghaps you can emphasize how urgent it etable fiber. Uncooked vegetables are
is for him to do something about his equally good sources of fiber — so,
condition as soon as possible.
rather than putting all your eggs in
DEAR READER: 1 certainly hope one basket, you might enjoy more
that your son is reading this particu- variety in your diet if you were to suplar column. If he refuses therapy, he plement your bran with salads, for
is condemning himself to avoidable, instance. (Oat bran, too, is good for
serious consequences in the future.
you.)
Current research indicates that
Astrocytoma is a brain tumor that
usually grows slowly. However, it does Americans need to increase their contend to invade surrounding tissues. sumption of fiber. How much of an
Often, in its center, it harbors a highly increase is still debatable, but two or
malignant cancer called glioblastoma. three portions of vegetable fiber a day
If the astrocytoma is discovered early should suffice. Your doctor can advise
— as, I gather, your son's was - it You.
can ordinarily be removed surgically.
However, if treatment is delayed, the
To give you related information,
growth can become (at worst) inoper- am sending you a copy of my new and
able or (at best) so difficult to remove updated Health Report "Diverticular
that disabling neurological damage Disease." Other readers who would
will result.
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
I share your concerns and, without self-addressed, stamped envelope to
hesitation, urge your son to follow his P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
doctor's advice about4freranv. Pro- New York, NY 10156 Be sure to mencrastination is a recipe for disaster.
tion the title.
DEAR DR. Gorr: Because of diverc 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
ticulosis, I recently added bran to my
diet. Can this be dangerous in any
way?
DR. GOTT
DEAR READER: I am not aware
that the sudden addition of dietary
bran is in any way harmful. However,
PETER
if you notice digestive problems stem.sr
GOTT, M.D.
ming from your new, healthful diet,
back off and use your own judgment.
In a 180-degree switch from previous dogma, doctors now recommend
high-fiber diets for many intestinal
disorders, including chronic constioa-

Ruted
Your

DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago, I
came out of the closet. I had been
married for 18 years and had two
children — a son, 15, and a daughter, 17. At the time, I decided that
for 40 years I had lived my life for
everyone else, and it was time to
live my life for myself.
I ,have had a lover for seven
yea,is. We have a loving and compassionate relationship. At the time
I "came out," my family disowned
me, and we have not talked since.
My son, on the other hand, kept in
touch. He and his fiancee have visited my lover and me several times,
and we have enjoyed a good relationship over the years. During that
time, my lover and I have been very
generous to my son with birthday
and Christmas gifts, and even
bought him a new car. When he and
his fiancee visited us on several
occasions, we all got along well.
They met our gay friends and
socialized with us.
Last week, my son called to say
they were sending out wedding invitations. I am welcome, but my lover
is not. I explained to him that we
are just as much a couple as my
brother and his wife, or my sister
and her husband. He told me that
he did not want his friends to know
he had a gay father, and therefore,
my rover would not be allowed to
attend.
I told him that if my lover could
not attend, then I would not attend.
If he cannot accept us openly, and if
he's ashamed of our relationship,
then I really do not want any further contact with him.
We are very hurt. For the last
eight years he appeared to accept
our relationship, especially when it
came to gifts and several free trips
for him and his fiancee to visit us.
Abby, am I wrong? I'll be interested in your comments.
SAD IN PALM SPRINGS
DEAR SAD: You are not
wrong. Being gay (or straight)
is not a matter of choice. People
who do not know this belong in
the dark ages. I hate to see you
break your last remaining tie
with your family, but I respect
your decision not to attend the
wedding.

Protect your dough from
inflation with the new Series
I Bond from the 11.S. Treasury.

***
DEAR ABBY: I just moved to
Los Angeles two months ago, but
in be s 'end offive months will not

I-100-4US 1100g)
www.savimpbends.gov
..4 Iht,
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BLONDIE
REMEMBER LAST MONTH WHEN

AN YOU HELPED
ME OUT WITH
?

me,

BELIEVE
I HAVEN'T
(DRGOTTEN

WELL,
I'M BROKE
AGA I N

-

CATHY
AWN& WITH DISCLOSIN&
NOUR INTENT TO DATE ME,
OUR GOMPANN REQUIRES
THAT WE SIGN A
"LOVE COOTRACT," TED.

"THE 'LOVE CONTRACT' PROTECTS THE COMPANY FROM
FUTURE ICKINEsS WHILE
mAKING SURE EACH PARTY
KNOWS HIS OR HER RIGHTS
AND IS ENTERING.THE
RELATIONSHIP VOLLINTAR

INSTEAD Of OUR FIRST
MOVIE DATE, LET'S STROLL
GOWN TO HUMAN RESOURCES
...L3JATCH THE 'PREVENTING
SEXUAL HARASSMENT"
VIDEO... AND St&N OUR
VOWS TD NOT SUE ANY 80[7.1
WHEN WE BREAK UP.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
ELIZABETH IS A GOOD KID
IF TUE WINDSOR ARMS
HOTEL Is THE WORST
PLACE SHE Goes
HER F-RiENDS,you'vE
GOT NOTHING To WoRRy
ABouT,

KIDS NEED To SEE "THE-

TROUBLE IS, you SEE yoOR

OTHER SIDE" IT'S FuN To
Go INTO A RUN-DOWN °IAD
PLACE AND TAKE IN THE

PAUSi-tiER AS AN INNOCENT
LrrTLE GIRL,AND SHE'S
GRoiNN uP, EL.SHE'S OUT
THERE, SHE'S ExPEizi MENTING, SAES FINDING
THINGS OUT FOR HERSELF.

ATM06PHERE!

GARFIELD
PIP YOU SEE MY
CHEESE DANISH ?

BRIEFLY

NOTHING
CEMENTS
THE RELATION
SHIP LIKE
THE CHANGE
TO GET IT
iN WRITING.

LOOKING BACK

be able to move from Houston to
California for another four years.
So far, we call every other night,
send e-mails, and we plan to visit
each other as often as we can. Do
you think it is possible for U8 to
maintain this long-distance relationship for four years?
LOS'T IN LOVE IN LOS ANGELES
DEAR LOST IN LOVE: I'm
doubtful. It's easy to put your
faith in the old quote,"Absence
makes the heart grow fonder,"
but the reality is that when you
find yourself alone on a Saturday night or at a party, another
expression will come to mind:
"Out of sight, out of mind."
**

CONFIDENTIAL TO"LOCKED
UP IN SAN DIEGO": You must
find the courage to perform
another "brave" deed. Write a
short note to the San Diego
chief of police. Explain that you
have been locked in a house
with no access to a telephone,
by a husband who has raped
and beaten you. Ask him to help
you get out. The police can help
you locate a shelter for abused
women. After that, regardless of
what your husband promises,
stay away and do not look back!

ago
Andrew C. Kellie, interim chairman of the Department of Engineering Technology at Murray State
University, has been appointed United States Representative to Commission III of the International Society for Mining.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hancock,
Jan. I; a girl to Johnna and John
Smith, Jan. 27; a boy to Julia and
Timothy Smothers, Jan. 29.
Rita Karen Evitts and Jerry Burkeen were married Dec. 17 at Lynnville United Methodist Church,
Lynnville.
Twenty years ago
Two inches of snow fell here
last night and early this morning.
Published is a picture of Ed
Chrisman, president of the Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council, Dr. Jim
Byrn and Ed Shinners, co-chairmen of Advance Gifts Committee, and Larry Wright, chairman
of 1979 fund drive for the Boy
Scouts in Murray and Calloway
County, at a meeting on Jan. 29
at the Holiday Inn.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rick Ragsdale,
Dec. 29.
Thirty years ago
Chief Master Sgt. Robert W.
Long is on duty as a weapons
superintendent of Pacific Air Forces
at Phan Rang Air Base, Vietnam.
In 'high school basketball games
Cuba beat University School, Calloway beat Caldwell County and
Murray High beat Sedalia. High
team scorers were Jones for Cuba.
Ten years

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Jay Richey for University, Mike
Ernestberger for Calloway. Tomek
for Caldwell, Albert Scott for Murray and Henson for Sedalia.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Kirkham
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Alexander, Jan. 28.
Forty years ago
Murray State College was third
in the state with $8,600 in loans
to students in Kentucky under the
1958 Defense Education Act.
New Concord beat Almo for
the championship of the Calloway
County High School Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Finney for New Concord and
Overby for Almo. In opening games
Almo beat Lynn Grove and Kirksey beat Hazel. In second session
Almo beat Murray Training and
New Concord beat Kirksey.
Fifty years ago
The largest mid-semester graduating class in the history of Murray State College was recorded as
49 students made applications for
degrees.
Births reported include a girl
to Edward and Clara Griffin, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Lee Puckett, Jan. 27; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Oakley, Jan.
29.
Bobbie Garrison, Ann Littleton,
Ann Woods and Charlene Orr have
returned to classes at the Uni,versity of Kentucky, Lexington, after
visiting their families here.

I TODAY IN HISTORY

Today is Wednesday. Feb. 3,
the 34th day of 1999. There are
The bidding and play to this 331 days left in the year.
South dealer.
point convinced East that South
Neither side vulnerable.
Today's Highlight in History:
would collect at least nine tricks —
NORTH
On Feb. 3, 1959, a plane crash
four spades, three hearts and two near Clear Lake,
•A J 9 8 3
Iowa, claimed
clubs— as soon as he regained the
V A Q6
the lives of rock-and-roll stars
• 10 6 5
lead. The only hope of defeating
the contract therefore lay in scor- Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and
+K5
EAST
WEST
ing four diamond tricks immedi- J.P. "The Big Hopper" Richard46 K 7 6 4
ately. This in turn meant finding son.
452
On this date:
p 10 7 5 4
West with the A-K-x-x or, more
IF 9 8 3
In 1690, the first paper money
realistically,
the
Q
J
The
•A 7 4
• 92
A-J-x-x.
trouble in the latter case was that in America was issued by the colony
4 J 983+Q6
SOUTH
if East made the normal return of of Massachusetts. The curr
/ency
4 Q 10
a low diamond from Q-9-2,declarer was used to pay soldiers fighting
•K J 2
would play low to protect his king, a war against Quebec.
•K 8 3
and so-make the contract.
In 1783, Spain recognized U.S.
'A 10 7 4 2
For this reason,East chose the independence.
diabolically clever return of the
The bidding:
In 1809, the territory of Illidiamond queen, hoping South nois was
South West
North East
created.
would place him with the jack. If
14
Pass
1+
Pass
In
1865,
President Lincoln and
Pass
so, declarer would duck the queen,
1 NT
3 NT
Confederate
President Ale xanVice
since covering would enable West
Opening lead — nine of hearts.
to win and lead through dummy's der H. Stephens held a shipboard
ten. If the ploy worked, another peace conference off the Virginia
It is generally acknowledged
that defense is the most difficult diamond by East would then allow coast. The talks deadlocked over
aspect of the game to master. The West to run three more diamonds the issue of Southern autonomy.
primary reason is that the defend- for down one.
In 1916, Canada's original ParIn practice, however, South liament Buildings, in Ottawa,
ers cannot see each other's cards
and so are often forced to make elected to cover the queen with the burned down.
blind assumptions during the play. king. After taking the ace, West
In 1917, the United States broke
Today's deal illustrates the type then did his part by making the off diplomatic relations with Gerof thinking that goes into good de- equally diabolical return ofthe dia- many, which
had announced a polfensive play. West got off to a fine mond four!
This time declarer went wrong. icy of unrestricted submarine warstart by leading a heart rather
than a diamond,which would have Afraid that dummy's ten would fare.
In 1924, the 28th president of
lose to thejack, he played low from
handed declarer the contract.
South won with the king and dummy,hoping West held the nine. the . United States. Woodrow. Wilfinessed the queen ofspades,which But when East produced the nine son, died in Washingtpn at age
held, and the ten of spades, which and returned a diamond, West 68.
In 1930, the chief justice of
lost. The outcome now hinged on scored two diamond tricks to put
the contract down one.
East's return at trick four.
the United States, William Howard
Tomorrow: The horns of a dilemma.
Taft, resigned for health reasons.
Ten years ago: Alfredo StroessCROSSWORDS'
ner, president of Paraguay for more
than three decades, was overthrown
39 Ms. Gardner
ACROSS
in a military coup.

Diabolical Defense

1 "— Miniver"
4 Ours — — to
reason why
9 It's hailed at
times
12 Month for
Mother's Day
13 Suppose
14 "— Haw"
15 Guys
16 Plunges
17 Marsh
18 Heroic
poems
20 Famous
markswoman
(inits.)
21 You and I
23 Southern
blackbird
24 Large lizard
28 Kind
30 Absorbed
32 "She — Him
Wrong"
34 Without end

(poet.)
35 Ireland
36 Vain

40 Contradicts
41 Spigot
43 "Hombre"
novelist
(units.)
44 Fulfill
45 En —
47 "The gang's
all —!"
50 — Archibald
51 Animal's foot
54 Rodent
55 French —
56 Guido's high
note
57 Take to court
58 Disembarks
59 Corn-plant
part

DOWN
1 Roman
3,000
2."Norma
3 Word in a
New Years
Eve song
4 Non-metallic
element

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MOO MM
U
WEI MOOD
MOM 005111
00510 MO
MOM ONO ODOM
0MO OIWOODMOD
Q0
MoO 00
&WM
EXIQ
MOM 000 EMIR
OU ORMO
MEOW OUMMUO
amp mom ODD
MU

MOM@ @nal

2-3 C 1999 United Feature Syndicate
5 Tanginess
6 Small bites
7 Cricket
positions
8 Tellurium
symbol
9 Tai —
10 — Lingus

11
1 2 I 11111" 10 1
PEANUTS
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SRI
111111Millir
ill II id ill
II iiil di I ju_
11 .
I lied
11
Will di
it
a

IIIL

-a
di

11 Spelling
contest
17 Mickey or
Minnie
19 Father
20 In the past
21 Broader
22 Oration
24 lred
25 A continent
26 — impulse
27 "Let's Make
— —"
29 Door clasp
31 Obtain
33 Musical study
37 Former
Japanese
38 Fondle
42 Lawenforcement
org
445
6
Fencing
sword
47 "48 —"
48 — de cologne
49 Map abbr
50 Firearms grp
52 - - carte
53 Conflict
55 Sunshine St
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American Indian on death row undergoes ritual
be the sixth American Indian to
be executed in the United States
since -1976, when the death penalty was restored, according to the
Death Penalty Information Center
in Washington.
Of the six, he is the first allowed
to undergo the traditional purification ceremony, which was con-

FLORENCE, Ariz. (AP) — For
the first time since restoration of
the death penalty, an American
Indian awaiting execution for murder has been allowed to undergo
a traditional sweat lodge purification ritual in prison.
Darrick Gerlaugh, scheduled to
die Wednesday by injection, will

ducted Saturday, said Lenny Foster, Gerlaugh's spiritual adviser
and a coordinator for the National Native American Prisoners'
Rights Advocacy Coalition.
Foster said the other five asked
for the ceremony but were denied
on security grounds.

High school bans fund-raiser
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Larry the Lobster lives!
The student council at Jefferson City High School has canceled a fund-raiser for the Special Olympics that offered students
50-cent votes to either spare or
doom the crustacean.
Several students complained
after an assembly Thursday featured the live lobster in a tankful
of water with students chanting
"kill, kill, kill!"
Two of the students contacted
People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals, and the animal rights
group went to work.
PETA placed a call for action
on its Internet site urging sympathizers to contact the school, then
it called the student council mem-

bers and offered an alternative
prize — either a $50 gift certificate from a bookstore or a quantity of vegetarian ice cream.
The proceeds from the contest
would have gone to the Missouri
Special Olympics, which sponsors
athletic events for people with
developmental disabilities. The student council now is considering
other contests to raise money for
the group.
A statement read over the high
school's public address system on
Monday apologized "for any
offense taken at the Larry the Lobster fund-raiser. The intent was
never to be mean-spirited, malicious
or offensive."
PETA officials said they were
happy that Larry was spared.

"Larry is a symbol of all the
animals people eat. We hope people will take their sympathy for
Larry to the dinner table, because
the best thing any of us can do
for animals is simply not to eat
them," said Bruce Friedrich. PETA's
vegetarian campaign coordinator.
Friedrich said PETA will give
a Humanitarian Award to the two
high school seniors who contacted the organization.
Missouri Special Olympics President Mark Musso said his organization was not aware of the fundraiser until it was reported in the
media.
"We have not and will not
accept funds from a project that
puts an animal in a life-or-death
situation," Musso said.

gious practice to him if he wanted to participate in any of the
sacraments," Stewart said.
Gerlaugh, 38, whose mother was
a Pima Indian, refused requests
for an interview, but Foster was
with him in the sweat lodge for
the prayer and singing ritual.
A sweat lodge is a dome-like
structure consisting of a frame made
of willow poles and a covering
of blankets. Participants place heated rocks in the center, scatter cedar
leaves over them and use a sage
switch to sprinkle water on the rocks
to create steam. The lodge's flap
is opened periodically for cooling
before more hot rocks are brought
in.

"It establishes a precedent
throughout the United States," Foster said. "It allows Darrick Gerlaugh to make some peace with
himself and allows us to demonstrate to Arizona and prison officials across the country that there
were no problems."
Gerlaugh was allowed to use a
consecrated sweat lodge that has
been available for other inmates
on the prison grounds since 1992.
State Department of Corrections
Director Terry L. Stewart said officials were able to grant Gerlaugh's
request without endangering anyone. He.didn't elaborate.
"If he were a Catholic, we
could in essence bring the reli-

"The sweat lodge ceremony provided him one last opportunity to
cleanse his mind and body and
purify, to make things right with
his Creator," Foster said.
Gerlaugh has withdrawn his
request for a clemency board hearing, and his lawyer said there was
almost no chance of a stay of
execution.
He was sentenced to death for
the 1980 killing of a man who
gave a ride to him and two friends.
The victim, 22-year-old Scott
Schwartz, was stabbed 30 to 40
times with a screwdriver. Gerlaugh's two codefendants were sentenced to life in prison.

The Secondary Mortgage Market
for Rural Home Loans

Explosion hits Ford building
DEARBORN, Mich. (AP) —
The explosion rocked the massive
Ford Motor Co. River Rouge Complex, then plunged it into darkness. Fire shot up into the sky as
workers scrambled for safety.
"I thought we were dead because
of the way the stuff fell on us
and pushed us to the ground,"
worker Brian Papke said. "It was
black and hard to breathe and the
debris — I didn't think we were
going to get out of there."
One person was killed and 12
critically injured in the explosion
Monday in the coal-powered generating station that fuels the sprawling complex's operations.
"I haven't seen something like
that since my days in Vietnam,"
said Jerry Sullivan, president of
the local chapter of the United
Auto Workers. "I saw people that
were severely burned, severe abrasions all over their bodies. It was
a terrible thing to see."
Twenty-one workers were initially treated at Oakwood Hospital, said spokeswoman Jennifer
George Robinson. Three were
.released and three others were in
stable condition. The rest, including the critically injured, were transferred to other hospitals because
of the severity of their burns.
"Several of these gentlemen'Were
thrown•_ by the_ _Nast_ and suffered..
various head injuries," said Dr. Gary
Christopher, director of emergency
services at Oakwood.
The cause of the explosion at
the No. 3 boiler was not immediately known, Ford officials said.
"The building shook, we thought

it was an earthquake," said Art
Janes, site manager for the complex, which makes the Mustang
model.
A spokeswoman for Michigan
Consolidated Gas Co. said gas was
shut off at the complex, a standard procedure, and there was no
evidence the explosion was gasrelated.
The Michigan Department of
Consumer and Industry Services
sent two inspectors to the site,
spokeswoman Maura Campbell
said.
"We just can't make any assumptions," said Art Janes, Ford site
manager. "At this point in time,
we have no idea what caused it."
Dearborn Fire Chief Jack
McArthur said the debris at the
scene would complicate the investigation. "There's a lot of rubble,
a lot of falldown," he said. "This
is going to be a complex kind of
scenario to reconstruct."
The plant generates enough
power to serve a city the size of
Boston, Ford spokesman Michael

Vaughn said. It produces electricity for a complex that includes
six different sites, including assembly, engine, tool and die, glass,
stamping and frame plants.
Some of the roof of the 78year-old red brick building, which
is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places, was gone and
only metal girders remained.
Most windows were broken and
blackened, and the ground around
the plant was covered with twisted metal doors, debris and ash.
About 4,000 employees were
in the complex at the time, said
Ford spokesman Jim Vella. About
10,000 people work at the six
Ford factories still in operation at
the Rouge.

Farm Credit has enhanced its home lending products by offering a unique home loan
program. The difference is that we can finance additional acreage as well as the home.
We offer a competitive fixed interest rate, reasonable closing fees, no prepayment
penalties, terms up to 30 years, and no escrow for taxes and insurance.
Call today for more information.

•EXAMPLE ONLY

Authorities searched the building twice Monday, including once
with state police dogs, for other
victims. Another search was
planned today.
The problem at the power station could cause a ripple effect
that could be felt throughout Ford,
Janes said.

Loan amount
Months to pay
Annual Percentage Rage(APR)
Monthly Payment

Loan assumes a 1% closing fee. Rates may vary. Loans are subject to
credit approval. If variable or adjustable rate is chosen, rate may
increase or decrease.

Baby's condition upgraded
join sister Echerem and brother
Jioke in a Texas Children's Hospital nursery designed for tiny
infants.
• Echerem and Jioke, the largest
of the infants, were transferred
from intensive care last week. The
Ebuka Louis, a girl who was
other three girls and one boy
the first of eight babies born to
remain in critical but stable conNkem Chukwu in December, wil
dition in the ICU.
HOUSTON (AP) — Another of
the seven surviving Houston octuplets was upgraded M6nd-4 from
critical to serious condition and
will- be moved out of intensive
care.
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Jackson Purchase ACA
1401 North 12th Street
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Johnson Dream Homes - "Making Dreams Come True
1031 S. Highland
Jackson
901-423-4939
*****

1131 S. Highland
Jackson
901-422.-2825

12751 S. First St.
Milan
901-686-8790.
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Savannah
901-925-7145
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Ripley
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